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Abstract 
The origin of the spin magnetic dipole moment, mass, 
electric charge, and color charge for the particle and 
antiparticles at the particle and antiparticle spacetime axes 
is discussed.   The electric charge observed in our real 
world can be defined as the mixture of the components of 
angular momentum wave function for the right- (left-) 
handed particle and the right- (left-) handed antiparticle at 
the time axis.   The electric charges are generated by the 
virtual particle-antiparticle pair annihilation interaction in 
a particle.   The color charge observed in our real world 
can be defined as the summation of the angular 
momentum of the components of wave function for the 
right- (left-) handed particle and the right- (left-) handed 
antiparticle at particle time axis.   The reason why the 
color charges and the number of gluons significantly 
change in a hadron with a time change is discussed.    
Keywords: Particle Spacetime Axis; Antiparticle 
Spacetime Axis; Electric Charge; Virtual Particle–
Antiparticle Annihilation Interaction. 

1. Introduction
The effect of vibronic interactions and electron–

phonon interactions [1–7] in molecules and crystals is an 
important topic of discussion in modern chemistry and 
physics.   The vibronic and electron–phonon interactions 
play an essential role in various research fields such as the 
decision of molecular structures, Jahn–Teller effects, 
Peierls distortions, spectroscopy, electrical conductivity, 
and superconductivity.   We have investigated the 
electron–phonon interactions in various charged 
molecular crystals for more than ten years [1–8].   In 
particular, in 2002, we predicted the occurrence of 
superconductivity as a consequence of vibronic 
interactions in the negatively charged picene, 
phenanthrene, and coronene [8].   Recently, it was 
reported that these trianionic molecular crystals exhibit 
superconductivity [9].    

Related to the research of superconductivity as 
described above, in the recent research [10,11], we 
explained the mechanism of the Ampère’s law 
(experimental rule discovered in 1820) and the Faraday’s 
law (experimental rule discovered in 1831) in normal 
metallic and superconducting states [12], on the basis of 
the theory suggested in our previous researches [1–7]. 

Furthermore, we discussed how the left-handed helicity 
magnetic field can be induced when the negatively 
charged particles such as electrons move [13].   That is, 
we discussed the relationships between the electric and 
magnetic fields [13].   Furthermore, by comparing the 
electric charge with the spin magnetic moment and mass, 
we suggested the origin of the electric charge in a particle. 
Furthermore, in the previous research, we discussed the 
origin of the gravity, by comparing the gravity with the 
electric and magnetic forces.   Furthermore, we showed 
the reason why the gravity is much smaller than the 
electric and magnetic forces [14].   We discussed the 
origin of the strong forces, by comparing the strong force 
with the gravitational, electric, magnetic, and 
electromagnetic forces.   We also discussed the essential 
properties of the gluon and color charges, and discussed 
the reason why the quarks and gluons are confined in 
hadron [15].   Furthermore, we discussed the origin of the 
weak forces, and discussed the reason why the parity 
violation can be observed in the weak interactions [16].    

In this research, we will discuss the origin of the spin 
magnetic dipole moment, massive charge, electric 
monopole charge, and color charge for the particle and 
antiparticles at the particles and antiparticle spacetime 
axes, by considering that particles (antiparticles) can be 
formed by mixture of the wavefunction of more dominant 
particle (antiparticle) component and of less dominant 
antiparticle (particle) component.    

2. Origin of the Magnetic Dipole Moment, Mass,
Electric Charge, and Color Charge of a Particle at the 
Particle Spacetime Axis 
2.1 Relationships between the Spin Magnetic Dipole 
Moment and Mass at the Space Axis 

According to the special relativity and Minkowski’s 
research, the medium for particle and antiparticles is time 
as well as space.   In this article, the charges of the gravity 
(massive charge (mass)), of the electric force (electric 
monopole charge), of the magnetic forces (spin magnetic 
dipole moment), of the electromagnetic force, of the 
strong force (color charge), and of the weak force (weak 
isospin charge) are denoted as qg , qe , qm , qem , qc , and 
qw , respectively (Figs. 1–15).   Furthermore, the gauge 
bosons of the gravity (graviton), of the electric force 
(electric photon), of the magnetic forces (magnetic 
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photon), of the electromagnetic force (electromagnetic 
photon), of the strong force (gluon), and of the weak force 
(weak photonic boson) are denoted as γ g , γ e , γ m , γ em , 
γ c , and γ w , respectively. 

Let us consider a particle such as up and down quarks 
in three-dimensional space axis (Figs. 1, 2, and 4).   In 
this article, the kp and ka  denotes the momentum in the 
particle and antiparticle space axes, respectively, and the 
tp  and ta  denote the time in the particle and antiparticle 
time axes, respectively.   We can, at least, in principle, 
consider that particles (antiparticles) can be formed by 
mixture of the wavefunction of more dominant particle 
(antiparticle) component and of less dominant antiparticle 
(particle) component.   In other words, we can consider 
that the spin electronic state for a quark with massive 
charge qg  and momentum + kp  can be composed from 

the right-handed chirality R ↑ qg , +kp( )  or left-handed

chirality L ↓ qg , +kp( )  elements (Fig. 1 (a)), defined as,

R ↑ qg , +kp( )
= cRR

qg( )RR +kp( ) + cRL
qg( )RL +ka( )

= cRR
qg( )RR +kp( ) + cRL

qg( )RL –kp( ) ,            1( ) 

L ↓ qg , +kp( )
= cLL

qg( )LL +kp( ) + cLR
qg( )LR +ka( )

= cLL
qg( )LL +kp( ) + cLR

qg( )LR –kp( ) ,             2( )  

where the RR +kp( )  and RL –kp( )  denote the right- 

and left-handed helicity elements in the right-handed 
chirality R ↑ qg , +kp( )  state, respectively, and the

LL +kp( )  and LR –kp( )  denote the left- and right-

handed helicity elements in the left-handed chirality 
L ↓ qg , +kp( )  state, respectively, at the space axis.

This can be also understood from the fact that particles 
travel through the particle–antiparticle pairs in vacuum, 
and furthermore, from the fact that the wavefunctions for 
particles and antiparticles usually depend on the 
environment around them.  By considering the 
normalizations of the R ↑ qg , +kp( )  and

L ↓ qg , +kp( )  states, the relationships between the

coefficients 

+k p

+k a

+k p

R ↑ qg,qe, +kp ,+ tp( ) = cRR qg ,qe( )RR +kp ,+ tp( )
+c RL qg,qe( )RL –kp ,–tp( )

RR +kp ,+ tp( ) RL – kp, –tp( )
L ↓ qg,qe, +k p,+tp( ) = cLL q g,qe( )LL +kp ,+tp( )

+c LR qg,qe( )LR –kp ,–tp( )

LL +kp ,+tp( ) LR – kp, –tp( )

R ↑ qg,qe, –kp ,–tp( ) = c RR qg,q e( )RR –kp ,–tp( )
+ cRL q g,qe( )RL + kp,+ tp( )

RR –k p,–tp( ) RL +k p,+ tp( )
L ↓ qg,qe, –k p, –tp( ) = cLL qg,qe( )LL –kp ,–tp( )

+ cLR qg,qe( )LR +kp ,+t p( )

LL –k p, –tp( ) LR +k p,+t p( )

R ↑ qg,qe, +ka ,+ta( ) = cRR qg,qe( )RR +ka,+ ta( )
+c RL qg,qe( )RL –k a,–ta( )

RR +k a, + ta( ) RL – ka, –ta( )

L ↓ qg,qe, +k a,+t a( ) = cLL qg,qe( )LL +ka ,+ ta( )
+c LR qg,qe( )LR –ka ,–ta( )

LL +ka ,+ ta( ) LR –ka ,– ta( )

(a) particles at the particle spacetime axis

(b) antiparticles at the antiparticle spacetime axis

(c) antiparticles at the particle spacetime axis

Fig. 1. Particles and antiparticles.   Opened and closed 
circles indicate the particle and antiparticle elements, 
respectively.   

( 0 ≤ cRR
qg( ), cRL

qg( ), cLL
qg( ), cLR

qg( )≤ 1 ) can be
expressed as  

R ↑ qg , +kp( )R ↑ qg , +kp( )
= cRR

2 qg( )+ cRL
2 qg( )= 1,        3( ) 
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L ↓ qg ,+ kp( ) L ↓ qg , + kp( )
= cLL

2 qg( )+ cLR
2 qg( )= 1.        4( ) 

Let us next consider the Hamiltonian Hk  for a quark at 
the space axis, as expressed as,  

Hkp
= H0 ,+kp ,+kp

+ H1,+kp , –kp
.      5( )  

The energy for the right-handed chirality R ↑ qg , +kp( )
state can be estimated as  

R ↑ qg , +kp( )Hkp
R ↑ qg , +kp( )

= 2cRR
2 qg( )– 1( )εqm∞ ,R

+2cRR
qg( ) 1 – cRR

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,R

= εqm,R qg( )+ εqg ,R qg( ),        6( )  

where ε qm∞ ,R qg( )  denotes the spin dipole magnetic

energies for the right- RR +kp( )  handed helicity

element in the right-handed chirality R ↑ qg , +kp( ) , and

can be defined as  

ε qm∞ ,R qg( )= RR +kp( )H0,+kp ,+k p
RR +kp( ) ,     7( )

ε qm∞ ,L qg( )= RL –kp( )H0,+k p ,+ kp
RL –kp( )

  = –εqm∞ ,R qg( ),       8( )  

and the ε qg∞ ,R  denotes the mass energy originating from 

the interaction between the right- RR +kp( )  and left-

RL –kp( )  handed helicity elements, which depends on

the kind of particle, and related to the Higgs vacuum 
expectation value and Yukawa coupling constant [17],  

ε qg∞ ,R = RR +kp( )H1,+kp ,–kp
RL –kp( ) ,                9( )  

and the ε qg ,R qg( ) denotes the generated mass energy for

the right-handed chirality R ↑ qg , +kp( )  state,

ε qg ,R qg( )= ε qg ,R, int . qg( )+ εqg ,R ,ext. qg( ) 

= 2cRR
qg( ) 1 – cRR

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,R,      10( )  

ε qg , R, int . qg( )= qgc2

   ≈ 2cRR
qg( ) 1 – cRR

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,R,       11( )

ε qg ,R, ext. qg( )= εqg ,R,  gravitational field qg( ) 

   = –G
qg
r

≈ 0,       12( ) 

and furthermore, ε qm ,R qg( )  denotes the spin dipole
magnetic energy for the right-handed chirality state with 
mass qg ,  

ε qm ,R qg( )= εq m ,R,int . qg( )+ ε qm ,R, ext. qg( ) 

                 = cRR
2 qg( )– cRL

2 qg( ){ }εqm∞ ,R

  = 2cRR
2 qg( )– 1( )εqm∞ ,R,    13( ) 

where 

ε qm ,R, int. qg( )= 0,         14( )  

ε qm ,R, ext. qg( )= 2cRR
2 qg( )–1( )εqm∞ ,R.                   15( )  

Similar discussions can be made in the energy for the 
left-handed chirality L ↓ qg , +kp( )  states (Fig. 4),

L ↓ qg , +kp( )Hkp
L ↓ qg , +kp( )

= 2cLL
2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,L

+2cLL
qg( ) 1– cLL

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,L

= εqm,L qg( )+ εqg ,L qg( ),       16( ) 

ε qm∞ ,L qg( )= LL +kp( )H0,+kp ,+kp
LL +kp( ) ,      17( )

ε qm∞ ,R qg( )= LR –kp( )H0 ,+k p ,+kp
LR –kp( )

  = –εqm∞ ,L qg( ),       18( )  

ε qg∞ ,L = LL +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp
LR –kp( ) ,              19( )  
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RR +k p( )H0,+kp,+k p RR +k p( )
RR +k p( ) RR +k p( )

RL –k p( )H0,+kp,+kp RL –k p( )

RL –k p( ) RL –k p( )

R R

R = L( ) R = L( )

RR +k p( )

R

RL –k p( )

R = L( )

RR +k p( )H1,+kp,–kp RL –k p( )

qg

qm

+kp  
Fig. 2. Magnetic dipole moment and the mass in a right-
handed particle at the particle spacetime axis.   Opened 
and closed circles indicate the particle and antiparticle 
elements, respectively. 
 
ε qg ,L qg( )= εqg ,L,int . qg( )+ εqg ,L,ext. qg( ) 
               = 2cLL

qg( ) 1 – cLL
2 qg( )ε qg∞ ,L ,             20( )  

 
ε qg ,L,int . qg( )= qgc2  

                   ≈ 2cLL
qg( ) 1– cLL

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,L ,         21( )  

 
ε qg ,L,ext . qg( )= εqg,L,  gravitational field qg( ) 
                   = –G

qg
r

≈ 0,                                      22( )  

 
ε qm ,L qg( )= εqm ,L, int . qg( )+ εqm ,L, ext. qg( ) 

                = cLL
2 qg( )– cLR

2 qg( ){ }εqm∞ ,L  

                = 2cLL
2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,L ,                        23( ) 

 

R R

R = L( ) R = L( )

R R = L( )

RR +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp RR +tp( )

RR +tp( ) RR +tp( )

RL –tp( ) RL –tp( )

RR +tp( )H1,+tp,–tp RL –tp( )

RR +tp( ) RL –tp( )

+ –

+ +

+qc

–qc

+qe
+kp

Rd Rd

Rd Rd
Bl Bl

RL –tp( )H 0,+t p,+tp RL –tp( )
= – RR +tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp R R + tp( )

= RR +tp( )H 0,+tp RR + tp( )

 Fig. 3. Electric and color charges in a right-handed 
particle at the particle spacetime axis.   Opened and closed 
circles indicate the particle and antiparticle elements, 
respectively.

  
ε qm ,L,int . qg( )= 0,                                                   24( )  
 
ε qm ,L,ext. qg( )= 2cLL

2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,L .                  25( ) 

 
2.2 Relationships between the Color Charge and Electric 
Charge (Electric Monopole) at Time Axis 

Let us consider a quark in time axis, as shown in Figs. 
3 and 5.   We can consider that the spin state for a quark  
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LL +k p( )H0,+kp,+kp LL +k p( )
LL +k p( ) LL +k p( )

L L

L = R( ) L = R( )

LR –k p( )H0,+kp,+kp LR –k p( )

LL +k p( )H1,+kp,–kp LR –kp( )
LL +k p( )

L L = R( )

qm

qg

+kp

LR –k p( ) LR –k p( )

LR –k p( )

 
Fig. 4. Magnetic dipole moment and the mass in a left-
handed particle at the particle spacetime axis.   Opened 
and closed circles indicate the particle and antiparticle 
elements, respectively. 
 
with electric charge qe  can be composed from the right- 

handed chirality R ↑ qe , +tp( )  or left-handed chirality 

L ↓ qe, +tp( )  elements (Fig. 1 (a)), defined as,  

 
R ↑ qe , +tp( )  

= cRR
qe( )RR +tp( ) + cRL

qe( ) RL +ta( )  

= cRR
qe( )RR +tp( ) + cRL

qe( ) RL – tp( ) ,           26( )  

 
L ↓ qe, +tp( )  

= cLL
qe( ) LL +t p( ) + cLR

qe( )LR +ta( )  

= cLL
qe( ) LL +t p( ) + cLR

qe( )LR –tp( ) ,            27( )  

 
 
 

+–

L L

LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )

LL +tp( ) LL +tp( )

L = R( ) L = R( )

LR –tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LR –tp( )

LR –tp( ) LR –tp( )

L L = R( )

LR –tp( )

– –

LL +tp( )H1,+tp,–tp LR –tp( )

–qc

+qc

+kp

–qe

Rd

Bl Bl

Rd
Bl Bl

= – LL +tp( )H 0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )

LL +tp( )

= LL + tp( )H 0,+t p L L + tp( )

 
Fig. 5. Electric and color charges in a left-handed particle 
at the particle spacetime axis.   Opened and closed circles 
indicate the particle and antiparticle elements, 
respectively. 
 
where the RR +tp( )  and RL –t p( )  denote the right- 

and left-handed helicity elements in the right-handed 
chirality R ↑ qe , +tp( )  state, respectively, and the 

LL +tp( )  and LR –tp( )  denote the left- and right-

handed helicity elements in the left-handed chirality 
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L ↓ qe, +tp( )  state, respectively.   By considering the

normalization of the R ↑ qe , +tp( )  and L ↓ qe, +tp( )
states, the relationships between the coefficients 
( 0 ≤ cRR

qe( ), cRL
qe( ),cLL

qe( ), cLR
qe( )≤ 1 ) can be

expressed as  

R ↑ qe ,+t p( ) R ↑ qe , +tp( ) = cRR
2 qe( )+ cRL

2 qe( )= 1,

             28( )  

L ↓ qe , +tp( )L ↓ qe, +tp( ) = cLL
2 qe( )+ cLR

2 qe( )= 1.

             29( ) 

Let us next consider the Hamiltonian Ht  at the time 
axis, as expressed as,  

Htp = H0 ,+tp ,+tp + H1,+tp ,– tp .      30( ) 

The energy for the right-handed chirality R ↑ qe , +tp( )
states can be estimated as  

R ↑ qe , +tp( )Htp R ↑ qe , +tp( )
= cRR

2 qe( )εq c∞ ,R + cRL
2 qe( )εqc∞ , L

+2cRR
qe( ) 1 – cRR

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,R

= 2cRR
2 qe( )–1( )εqc∞ ,R

+2cRR
qe( ) 1 – cRR

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,R

= εqc,R qe( )+ εqe,R qe( ),        31( )  

where ε qc∞ ,R  and ε qc∞ ,L  denote the energies for the 

right- RR +tp( )  and left- RL +tp( )  handed helicity

elements in the right-handed chirality R ↑ qe , +tp( ) , and

can be defined as  

ε qc∞ ,R = RR +tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp RR +tp( ) ,                32( )  

ε qc∞ ,L = RL – tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp
RL – tp( )

 = – RR +tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp RR +tp( )
          = –εqc∞ ,R ,         33( )  

and the ε qe∞ ,R  denotes the electric monopole charge 
energy originating from the interaction between the right- 
RR +tp( )  and left- RL –t p( )  handed helicity elements

at the time axis, which depends on the kind of particle,  

ε qe∞ ,R = RR +tp( )H1,+tp , –tp
RL – tp( )

 = RR +tp( )H0,+tp
RR +tp( ) ,    34( )  

H1,+tp ,– tp RL –t p( ) = H0,+tp RR +t p( )
    = εqe∞ ,R RR +tp( ) ,                35( ) 

and furthermore, ε qc ,R qe( ) denotes the color charge (qc )
energy for the right-handed chirality state with charge qe ,  

ε qc ,R qe( )= εqc,R, int . qe( )+ ε qc ,R, ext. qe( ) 
  = cRR

2 qe( )εqc∞ ,R + cRL
2 qe( )εqc∞ ,L

  = 2cRR
2 qe( )– 1( )εqc∞ ,R,     36( )  

and the ε qe ,R qe( ) denotes the electric monopole charge
energy for the right-handed chirality state with charge qe ,  

ε qe ,R qe( )= εqe ,R, int . qe( )+ ε qe ,R, ext. qe( ) 
  = 2cRR

qe( ) 1 – cRR
2 qe( )εqe∞ ,R ,           37( )  

ε qe ,R,int . qe( )= 0,         38( )  

ε qe ,R,ext . qe( )= ε qe ,R,electric field qe( )
   = 2cRR

qe( ) 1 – cRR
2 qe( )εqe∞ ,R

 = keqe/r.  (39) 

Similar discussions can be made in the energy for the 
left-handed chirality L ↓ qe, +tp( )  states (Fig. 5),

L ↓ qe, +t p( )Htp L ↓ qe , +tp( )
= cLL

2 qe( )εqc∞ ,L + cLR
2 qe( )εq c∞ ,R

+2cLL
qe( ) 1– cLL

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,L

= 2cRR
2 qe( )–1( )εqc∞ ,L

+2cLL
qe( ) 1– cLL

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,L

= εqc,L qe( )+ εqe,L qe( ),       40( )  
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RR +k a( ) RR +k a( )

R R 

RR +k a( )H0,+ka,+ka RR +k a( )

R = L ( ) R = L ( )

RL –k a( ) RL –k a( )

RL –k a( )H0,+ka,+ka RL –ka( )

RR +k a( )

R R = L ( )

RL –k a( )

RR +k a( )H1,+k a,–ka RL –k a( )

qm

qg

+ka  
Fig. 6. Magnetic dipole moment and the mass in a right-
handed antiparticle at the antiparticle spacetime axis.   
Opened and closed circles indicate the particle and 
antiparticle elements, respectively. 
 
ε qc∞ ,L = LL +t p( )H0,+tp ,+tp LL +tp( ) ,               41( ) 

 
 
ε qc∞ ,R = LR – tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp LR – tp( )  

          = – LL +tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp
LL +tp( )  

          = –εqc∞ ,L ,                                                 42( )  
 
ε qe∞ ,L = LL +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp LR – tp( )  

          = LL +t p( )H0,+tp LL +tp( ) ,                   43( ) 

 
H1,+tp ,– tp LR –tp( ) = H0,+tp

LL +tp( )  

                               = εqe∞ ,L LL +tp( ) ,              44( )  

 

+ –

+ +

R R 

RR +ta( ) RR +ta( )

RR +ta( )H0,+ta,+ta RR +ta( )

R = L ( ) R = L ( )

RL –ta( ) RL –ta( )

RL –ta( )H0,+ta,+ta RL –ta( )

R R = L ( )

RR +ta( ) RL –ta( )

RR +ta( )H1,+ta,–ta RL –ta( )

+qc

–qc

+qe
+kp

R d

B l

R d

B l
R d R d

= – RR +ta( )H0,+ta ,+ta RR +ta( )

= RR +ta( )H0,+tp RR +ta( )

 Fig. 7. Electric and color charges in a right-handed 
antiparticle at the antiparticle spacetime axis.   Opened 
and closed circles indicate the particle and antiparticle 
elements, respectively. 
 
ε qc ,L qe( )= ε qc ,L,int . qe( )+ εqc,L, ext. qe( ) 
               = cLL

2 qe( )εqc∞ ,L + cLR
2 qe( )εqc∞ ,R  

               = 2cLL
2 qe( )–1( )εqc∞ ,L ,                       45( ) 

 
 
ε qe ,L qe( )= ε qe ,L,int . qe( )+ εqe ,L, ext. qe( ) 
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L L 

LL +k a( ) LL +k a( )

LL +k a( )H0,+ka,+ka LL +k a( )
L = R ( ) L = R ( )

LR –k a( )H0,+ka,+ka LR –k a( )

L 

LL +k a( )

L = R ( )

LL +k a( )H1,+ka,–ka LR –k a( )

qm

qg

+ka

LR – ka( ) LR – ka( )

LR – ka( )

 Fig. 8. Magnetic dipole moment and the mass in a left-
handed antiparticle at the antiparticle spacetime axis.   
Opened and closed circles indicate the particle and 
antiparticle elements, respectively.

  
              = 2cLL

qe( ) 1 – cLL
2 qe( )εqe∞ ,L .           46( )  

 
ε qe ,L,int . qe( )= 0,                                                 47( )  
 
ε qe ,L,ext. qe( )= εqe ,L, electric field qe( ) 

                     = 2cLL
qe( ) 1– cLL

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,L  
                       = keqe/r.                                           (48)  
 
The quantized qe  values for the u , c , and t  quarks are 
+2/3, those for the d , s , and b  quarks are –1/3, those for 
the e , µ , and τ  are –1, and those for the νe , νµ , and ντ  
are ±0, at the particle time axis ( tp ).    
 

L L 

LL +ta( ) LL +ta( )

LL +ta( )H0,+ta,+ta LL +ta( )

L = R ( ) L = R ( )

LR –ta( )H0,+ta,+ta LR –ta( )

L L = R ( )

LL +ta( )
– + 

– – 

LL +ta( )H1,+ta,–ta LR –ta( )

–qc

+qc

–qe
+ka

R d

B l B l

R d
B l B l

LR –ta( ) LR –ta( )

LR –ta( )

= – LL +ta( )H0,+ta,+ta LL +ta( )

= LL +ta( )H 0,+ta LL +ta( )

 
Fig. 9. Electric and color charges in a left-handed 
antiparticle at the antiparticle spacetime axis.   Opened 
and closed circles indicate the particle and antiparticle 
elements, respectively. 
 
3. Origin of the Magnetic Dipole Moment, Mass, 
Electric Charge, and Color Charge of an Antiparticle 
at the Antiparticle Spacetime Axis 

Origin of the magnetic dipole moment, mass, electric 
charge, and color charge for the antiparticles at the 
antiparticle spacetime axis (Figs. 1 (b), 6–9) is equivalent 
to that for the particles at the particle spacetime axis (Figs. 
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2–5).   The term “particle (antiparticle)” in the discussions 
of the particles at the particle spacetime axis should be 
changed to the term “antiparticle (particle)” in the 
discussions of the antiparticles at the antiparticle 
spacetime axis, and the subscript “p (a)” in the 
discussions of the particles at the particle spacetime axis 
should be changed to “a (p)” in the discussions of the 
antiparticles at the antiparticle spacetime axis., as shown 
in Figs. 6–9.   The quantized qe  values for the u , c , and 
t  quarks are +2/3, those for the d , s , and b  quarks are –
1/3, those for the e , µ , and τ  are –1, and those for the 
ν e , ν µ , and ν τ  are ±0, at the antiparticle time axis ( ta ).    

 
4. Origin of the Magnetic Dipole Moment, Mass, 
Electric Charge, and Color Charge of an Antiparticle 
at the Particle Spacetime Axis 
4.1 Relationships between the Spin Magnetic Dipole 
Moment and Mass at the Space Axis 

Let us consider an antiparticle such as up and down 
antiquarks in three-dimensional space axis (Figs. 10–13).   
We can consider that the spin electronic state for an anti-
quark with massive charge qg  and momentum –kp  can 
be composed from the right-handed chirality 
R ↑ qg , –kp( )  or left-handed chirality L ↓ qg , –kp( )  

elements (Fig. 1 (c)), defined as,  
 
R ↑ qg , –kp( )  

= cRR
qg( )RR –kp( ) + cRL

qg( )RL +kp( ) ,      49( )  

 
L ↓ qg , –kp( )  

= cLL
qg( )LL –kp( ) + cLR

qg( )LR + kp( ) ,       50( )  

 
where the RR –kp( )  and RL +kp( )  denote the right- 

and left-handed helicity elements in the right-handed 
chirality R ↑ qg , –kp( )  state, respectively, and the 

LL –kp( )  and LR + kp( )  denote the left- and right-

handed helicity elements in the left-handed chirality 
L ↓ qg , –kp( )  state, respectively, at the space axis.   By 

considering the normalizations of the R ↑ qg , –kp( )  and 

L ↓ qg , –kp( )  states, the relationships between the 

coefficients (0 ≤ cRR
qg( ), cRL

qg( ), cLL
qg( ), cLR

qg( )≤ 1) 
can be expressed as  
 

R ↑ qg , –kp( )R ↑ qg , –kp( )  

= cRR
2 qg( )+ cRL

2 qg( )= 1,                                       51( )  
 

L ↓ qg , –kp( ) L ↓ qg , –kp( )  

= cLL
2 qg( )+ cLR

2 qg( )= 1.                                       52( ) 
 

Let us next consider the Hamiltonian Hk  for an 
antiquark at the space axis, as expressed as,  
 
Hkp

= H0 ,–kp ,–kp
+ H1,–kp ,+kp

.                               53( )  
 
The energy for the right-handed chirality R ↑ qg , –kp( )  

state can be estimated as  
 

R ↑ qg , –kp( )H–kp
R ↑ qg , –kp( )  

= 2cRR
2 qg( )– 1( )εqm∞ ,R 

+2cRR
qg( ) 1 – cRR

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,R  

= εqm,R qg( )+ εqg ,R qg( ),                                        54( )  
 
where ε qm∞ ,R qg( )  denotes the spin dipole magnetic 

energies for the right- RR –kp( )  handed helicity 

element in the right-handed chirality R ↑ qg , –kp( ) , and 

can be defined as  
 
ε qm∞ ,R qg( )= RR –kp( )H0,–kp , –kp

RR –kp( ) ,     55( )  

 
ε qm∞ ,L qg( )= RL + kp( )H0 ,–kp ,–kp

RL +kp( ) ,     56( )  

 
and the ε qg∞ ,R  denotes the mass energy originating from 

the interaction between the right- RR –kp( )  and left- 

RL +kp( )  handed helicity elements, which depends on 

the kind of antiparticle, and related to the Higgs vacuum 
expectation value and Yukawa coupling constant,  
 
ε qg∞ ,R = RR –kp( )H1,– kp ,+kp

RL + kp( ) ,             57( ) 

 
and the ε qg ,R qg( ) denotes the generated mass energy for 

the right-handed chirality R ↑ qg , –kp( )  state,  
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L L

L = R( ) L = R( )

RR –kp( )RR –kp( )

RL +kp( )H0,–kp,–k p RL +k p( )

RR –kp( )H0,–kp,–k p RR –k p( )

L = R( )

RR –kp( )

L

RL +kp( ) RL +kp( )

RL +kp( )
RR –kp( )H1,–kp,+k p RL +k p( )

qm

qg

+kp  
Fig. 10. Magnetic dipole moment and the mass in a right-
handed antiparticle at the particle spacetime axis.   
Opened and closed circles indicate the particle and 
antiparticle elements, respectively. 
 
ε qg ,R qg( )= ε qg ,R, int . qg( )+ εqg ,R ,ext. qg( ) 
                = 2cRR

qg( ) 1 – cRR
2 qg( )εqg∞ ,R,           58( )  

 
ε qg ,R, int . qg( )= qgc2  

                     ≈ 2cRR
qg( ) 1 – cRR

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,R,      59( )  

 
ε qg ,R, ext. qg( )= εqg ,R,  gravitational field qg( ) 

                     = –G
qg
r

≈ 0,                                   60( )  

 
and furthermore, ε qm ,R qg( )  denotes the spin dipole 
magnetic energy for the right-handed chirality state with 
mass qg ,  
 
ε qm ,R qg( )= εq m ,R,int . qg( )+ ε qm ,R, ext. qg( ) 

L = R( ) L = R( )

RR –tp( ) RR –tp( )

RR –tp( )H0,–tp,–tp RR –tp( )

L L

RL +tp( ) RL +tp( )

RL +tp( )H0,–tp,–tp RL +tp( )

L = R( ) L

RR –tp( ) RL +tp( )
+ –

+ +

+qc

–qc

+qe
+kp

Rd

Bl

Rd

Bl
Rd Rd

= – RL + tp( )H 0,–tp,–tp RL + tp( )

RR – tp( )H1,–tp ,+tp RL + tp( )
= RL +tp( )H0,+t p RL +tp( )

 Fig. 11. Electric and color charges in a right-handed 
antiparticle at the particle spacetime axis.   Opened and 
closed circles indicate the particle and antiparticle 
elements, respectively. 
 
                 = cRR

2 qg( )– cRL
2 qg( ){ }εqm∞ ,R  

                 = 2cRR
2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,R,                      61( ) 

 
where  
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R = L( ) R = L( )

LL –k p( ) LL –k p( )
LL –k p( )H0,–k p,–kp LL –kp( )

R R

LR +kp( ) LR +kp( )

R = L( ) R

LR +kp( )LL –k p( )
LL –k p( )H1,–kp,+kp LR +k p( )

qm

qg

+kp

LR +k p( )H 0,–k p,–k p LR +k p( )

 Fig. 12. Magnetic dipole moment and the mass in a left-
handed antiparticle at the particle spacetime axis.   
Opened and closed circles indicate the particle and 
antiparticle elements, respectively. 
 
ε qm ,R, int. qg( )= 0,                                                  62( ) 
 
ε qm ,R, ext. qg( )= 2cRR

2 qg( )–1( )εqm∞ ,R.                 63( )  

 
Similar discussions can be made in the energy for the 

left-handed chirality L ↓ qg , –kp( )  states (Fig. 12),  

 
L ↓ qg , –kp( )Hkp

L ↓ qg , –kp( )  

= 2cLL
2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,L  

+2cLL
qg( ) 1– cLL

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,L  

= εqm,L qg( )+ εqg ,L qg( ),                                       64( )  
 
ε qm∞ ,L qg( )= LL –kp( )H0,–kp , –kp

LL –kp( ) ,     65( )  

 

+–

R = L( ) R = L( )

LL –tp( ) LL –tp( )

LL –tp( )H0,–tp,–tp LL –tp( )

R R

LR +tp( ) LR +tp( )

LR +tp( )H0,–tp,–tp LR +tp( )

R = L( ) R

LL –tp( ) LR +tp( )

– –
LL –tp( )H1,–tp,+tp LR +tp( )

–qc

+qc

+kp

–qe

Rd

BlBl

Rd
BlBl

= – LR + tp( )H0,–tp ,–tp LR +tp( )

= LR +tp( )H0,+tp LR +tp( )

 Fig. 13. Electric and color charges in a left-handed  
antiparticle at the particle spacetime axis.   Opened and 
closed circles indicate the particle and antiparticle 
elements, respectively. 
 
ε qm∞ ,R qg( )= LR +kp( )H0 ,–kp , –kp

LR +kp( )  

                  = –εqm∞ ,L qg( ),                                    66( )  
 
ε qg∞ ,L = LL –kp( )H1,– kp ,+kp

LR + kp( ) ,            67( )  
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ε qg ,L qg( )= εqg ,L,int . qg( )+ εqg ,L,ext. qg( )
 

 
               = 2cLL

qg( ) 1 – cLL
2 qg( )ε qg∞ ,L ,           68( )  

 
ε qg ,L,int . qg( )= qgc2  

                   ≈ 2cLL
qg( ) 1– cLL

2 qg( )εqg∞ ,L ,         69( ) 

 
ε qg ,L,ext . qg( )= εqg,L,  gravitational field qg( ) 
                   = –G

qg
r

≈ 0,                                      70( )  

 
ε qm ,L qg( )= εqm ,L, int . qg( )+ εqm,L, ext. qg( ) 

                = cLL
2 qg( )– cLR

2 qg( ){ }εqm∞ ,L  

                = 2cLL
2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,L ,                      71( )  

 
ε qm ,L,int . qg( )= 0,                                                   72( )  
 
ε qm ,L,ext. qg( )= 2cLL

2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,L .                  73( ) 

 
4.2 Relationships between the Color Charge and Electric 
Charge (Electric Monopole) at Time Axis 

Let us consider an antiquark in time axis, as shown in 
Figs. 11 and 13.   We can consider that the spin state for 
an antiquark with electric charge qe  can be composed 

from the right-handed chirality R ↑ qe , – tp( )  or left-

handed chirality L ↓ qe, – tp( )  elements (Fig. 1 (c)), 

defined as,  
 
R ↑ qe , – tp( )  

= cRR
qe( )RR –t p( ) + cRL

qe( )RL +tp( ) ,           74( )  

 
L ↓ qe, – tp( )  

= cLL
qe( ) LL –tp( ) + cLR

qe( )LR +tp( ) ,             75( ) 

 
where the RR – tp( )  and RL +tp( )  denote the right- 

and left-handed helicity elements in the right-handed 
chirality R ↑ qe , – tp( )  state, respectively, and the 

LL – tp( )  and LR +t p( )  denote the left- and right-

handed helicity elements in the left-handed chirality 

L ↓ qe, – tp( )  state, respectively.   By considering the 

normalization of the R ↑ qe , – tp( )  and L ↓ qe, – tp( )  

states, the relationships between the coefficients 
( 0 ≤ cRR

qe( ), cRL
qe( ),cLL

qe( ), cLR
qe( )≤ 1 ) can be 

expressed as  
 

R ↑ qe , –tp( )R ↑ qe , – tp( ) = cRR
2 qe( )+ cRL

2 qe( )= 1,  

                                                                              76( )  
 

L ↓ qe , – tp( )L ↓ qe , – tp( ) = cLL
2 qe( )+ cLR

2 qe( )= 1.  

                                                                              77( )  
 

Let us next consider the Hamiltonian Ht  at the time 
axis, as expressed as,  
 
Htp = H0 ,– tp , –tp

+ H1,– tp ,+tp .                                 78( )  
 
The energy for the right-handed chirality R ↑ qe , – tp( )  

states can be estimated as  
 

R ↑ qe , – tp( )Htp R ↑ qe , – tp( )  

= cRR
2 qe( )εq c∞ ,R + cRL

2 qe( )εqc∞ ,L  

+2cRR
qe( ) 1 – cRR

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,R  

= 2cRR
2 qe( )–1( )εqc∞ ,R  

+2cRR
qe( ) 1 – cRR

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,R  

= εqc,R qe( )+ εqe,R qe( ),                                        79( )  
 
where ε qc∞ ,R  and ε qc∞ ,L  denote the energies for the 

right- RR – tp( )  and left- RL +tp( )  handed helicity 

elements in the right-handed chirality R ↑ qe , – tp( ) , and 

can be defined as  
 
ε qc∞ ,R = RR – tp( )H0,–tp , – tp RR –tp( )  

           = – RL +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( ) ,            80( )  

 
ε qc∞ ,L = RL +tp( )H0 ,– tp , –tp

RL +tp( )  

          = –εqc∞ ,R ,                                                   81( )  
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and the ε qe∞ ,R  denotes the electric monopole charge 
energy originating from the interaction between the right- 
RR – tp( )  and left- RL +tp( )  handed helicity elements 

at the time axis, which depends on the kind of antiparticle,  
 
ε qe∞ ,R = RR –t p( )H1,– tp ,+tp RL +tp( )  

          = RL +tp( )H0 ,+tp RL +tp( ) ,                    82( )  

 
RR –t p( )H1,– tp ,+tp = RL +tp( )H0,+tp  

                               = εqe∞ ,R RL +t p( ),                83( )  

 
and furthermore, ε qc ,R qe( )  denotes the color charge 
( qc )) energy for the right-handed chirality state with 
charge qe ,  
 
ε qc ,R qe( )= εqc,R, int . qe( )+ ε qc ,R, ext. qe( ) 
                = cRR

2 qe( )εqc∞ ,R + cRL
2 qe( )εqc∞ ,L  

               = 2cRR
2 qe( )– 1( )εqc∞ ,R,                         84( )  

 
and the ε qe ,R qe( ) denotes the electric monopole charge 
energy for the right-handed chirality state with charge qe ,  
 
ε qe ,R qe( )= εqe ,R, int . qe( )+ ε qe ,R, ext. qe( ) 
               = 2cRR

qe( ) 1 – cRR
2 qe( )εqe∞ ,R ,            85( )  

 
ε qe ,R,int . qe( )= 0,                                                  86( )  
 
ε qe ,R,ext . qe( )= ε qe ,R,electric field qe( ) 

                     = 2cRR
qe( ) 1 – cRR

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,R  
                       = keqe/r.                                          (87)  
 

Similar discussions can be made in the energy for the 
left-handed chirality L ↓ qe, – tp( )  states,  

 
L ↓ qe, –tp( )Htp L ↓ qe , – tp( )  

= cLL
2 qe( )εqc∞ ,L + cLR

2 qe( )εq c∞ , R  

+2cLL
qe( ) 1– cLL

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,L  

= 2cRR
2 qe( )–1( )εqc∞ ,L  

+2cLL
qe( ) 1– cLL

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,L  

= εqc,L qe( )+ εqe,L qe( ),                                         88( )  
 
ε qc∞ ,L = – LR +tp( )H0,– tp , –tp LR +tp( ) ,              89( ) 

 
ε qc∞ ,R = LR +tp( )H0 ,– tp , –tp

LR +tp( )  

          = –εqc∞ ,L ,                                                   90( )  
 
ε qe∞ ,L = LL –t p( )H1,– tp ,+tp LR +tp( )  

          = LR +tp( )H0,+tp LR +tp( ) ,                    91( )  

 
LL – tp( )H1,–tp ,+tp

= LR +t p( )H0, +tp  

                               = εqe∞ ,L LR +tp( ),               92( )  

 
ε qc ,L qe( )= ε qc ,L,int . qe( )+ εqc ,L, ext. qe( ) 
                = cLL

2 qe( )εqc∞ ,L + cLR
2 qe( )εq c∞ ,R  

               = 2cLL
2 qe( )–1( )εqc∞ ,L ,                        93( ) 

 
ε qe ,L qe( )= ε qe ,L,int . qe( )+ εqe ,L, ext. qe( ) 

               = 2cLL
qe( ) 1– cLL

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,L ,           94( )  
 
ε qe ,L,int . qe( )= 0,                                                 95( )  
 
ε qe ,L,ext. qe( )= εqe ,L, electric field qe( ) 

                     = 2cLL
qe( ) 1– cLL

2 qe( )εqe∞ ,L  
                       = keqe/r.                                          (96)  
 
The quantized qe  values for the u , c , and t  antiquarks 
are –2/3, those for the d , s , and b  antiquarks are +1/3, 
those for the e , µ , and τ  are +1, and those for the ν e , 
ν µ , and ν τ  are ±0, at the particle time axis ( tp ).    
 
5. Relationships between the Spin Magnetic Dipole 
Moment, Massive Charge, Electric Monopole Charge, 
and Color Charge; Particles at the Particle Spacetime 
Axis 
5.1 Spin Magnetic Dipole Moment 

The energies for the spin magnetic dipole moment for 
the R ↑ qg , +kp( )  state can be expressed as Eq. (13).   

At the time of the Big Bang, the ε qm ,R qg( ) and  
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Fig. 14. Intensity of the magnetic dipole moment, 
gravitational field, electric field, and color field as a 
function of time.   
 
ε qm ,L qg( ) values were the maximum (Fig. 14).   That is, 

there was no mixture between the right- RR +kp( )  and 

left- RL –kp( ) (= RL +ka( ) ) handed helicity elements, 

and thus the spin magnetic dipole moment was the largest 
at the Big Bang.   In other words, the mass (infinitesimal 
electric dipole charge) and electric monopole charge were 
not generated at that time.   However, since temperatures 
immediately decreased after Big Bang, because of any 
origin (i.e., Higgs boson, broken symmetry of chirality 
etc.), the mixture between the right- RR +kp( )  and left- 

RL –kp( )  handed helicity elements has begun to occur.   

The mixture between the right- RR +kp( )  and left- 

RL –kp( )  handed helicity elements increases with an 

increase in time (with a decrease in the cRR
qg( ) value).   

Similar discussions can be made in the L ↓ qg , +kp( )  

state.    
We can see from Figs. 2 and 4 that the ε qm ,R qg( ) and 

ε qm ,L qg( ) values are not equivalent in the space axis.   

The total chirality and momentum in the 
RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp

RR +kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H0,+kp ,+kp
LL + kp( )  terms in the both 

R ↑ qg , +kp( )  and L ↓ qg , +kp( )  states are not zero.   

This is the reason why the number of elements for 
magnetic spin dipole moments is two, and thus there are 
attractive and repulsive forces between two magnetic 
dipole moments.    

The spin magnetic dipole energy is proportional to the 
RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp

RR +kp( )  and 

RL –kp( )H0 ,+k p ,+kp
RL –kp( )  values, and the 

LL +kp( )H0,+kp ,+kp
LL + kp( )  and 

LR –kp( )H0,+k p ,+ kp
LR –kp( )  values (Figs. 2 and 4).   

These values are different between the kinds of particles 
and antiparticles.   This is the reason why we cannot 
theoretically predict the intensity of the spin magnetic 
dipole moment for each particle or antiparticle.   In 
summary, because of the 

RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp
RR +kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H0,+kp ,+kp
LL + kp( )  terms, originating from 

the finite right- and left-handed helicity elements, 
respectively, the magnetic dipole field goes from the 
infinitesimal source point to infinitesimal sink point at 
finite space axis.   This is the reason why the path of the 
magnetic dipole field is like loop (source-sink)-type, as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 4.    

It should be noted that the strength of the spin magnetic 
dipole moment depends on the direction at the space axis.   
That is, the strength of the spin magnetic dipole moment 
can change, according to the spatial environment.   This is 
because the spin magnetic dipole moment can be defined 
as the difference between the right- 

RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp
RR +kp( )  and left-handed 

RL –kp( )H0 ,+kp ,+kp
RL –kp( )  angular momentum 

elements (space kp ≠ 0( )  dependent ( + kp  or –kp )).   
That is, we can consider that the spin magnetic dipole 
moments are not rigid with respect to the spatial 
environment.   We can consider that the spin magnetic 
dipole moment observed in our real world can be defined 
as the difference of the spin angular momentum between 
the components of wave function for the right- (left-) 
handed particle and the right- (left-) handed antiparticle, 
as shown in Figs. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12.    
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If we observe the magnetic dipole moment in large 
enough range and time ( ∆r >> 0 , ∆ t >> 0 ), we would 
observe average ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t>>0  and ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t>>0  
values originating from both the 

RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp
RR +kp( )  and 

RL –kp( )H0 ,+kp ,+kp
RL –kp( )  terms, and both the 

LL +kp( )H0,+kp ,+kp
LL + kp( )  and 

LR –kp( )H0,+kp ,+ kp
LR –kp( )  terms, respectively,  

 
ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t>>0 = 2cRR

2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,R,           97( ) 

 
ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t>>0 = 2cLL

2 qg( )–1( )εqm∞ ,L .           98( )  

 
On the other hand, if we observe the magnetic dipole 
moment in small enough range and time ( ∆r ≈ 0 , 
∆ t ≈ 0 ), we would observe various ε qm , R,obs .∆r ,t≈0  
values originating from only the 

RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp
RR +kp( ) , or 

RL –kp( )H0 ,+kp ,+kp
RL –kp( ) , or other combinations 

between them, and from only the 
LL +kp( )H0,+kp ,+kp

LL + kp( ) , or 

LR –kp( )H0,+kp ,+ kp
LR –kp( ) , or other combinations 

between them,  
 
ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t≈0 = εqm∞ ,R  
                        = εqm∞ , L  
                        =  etc.                                         99( )  
 
ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t≈0 = εqm∞ ,L  
                        = εqm∞ , R  
                        =  etc.                                        100( )  
 
That is, if we observe the magnetic dipole moment in 
large enough range and time (i.e., the uncertainty of the 
position and time is very large ( ∆r >> 0 , t >> 0 )), we 
would observe the average ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t>>0  and 
ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t>>0  values with very small uncertainty in 
momentum and energy (∆k ≈ 0, ∆E ≈ 0), as usual.   On 
the other hand, if we observe the magnetic dipole moment 
in small enough range and time (i.e., the uncertainty of the 
position and time is very small ( ∆r ≈ 0 , ∆ t ≈ 0 )), we 
would observe the various ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t≈0  and 

ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t≈0  values with very large uncertainty in 
momentum and energy (∆k >> 0 , ∆E >> 0 ).   This can 
be related to the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.    
 
5.2 Mass (Infinitesimal Electric (and Magnetic) Dipole 
Charge) 

The mass energy ε qg ,R qg( )  for the right-handed 

chirality R ↑ qg , +kp( )  element can be defined as Eq. 

(10).   At the time of the Big Bang, the ε qg ,R qg( ) value 

was the minimum (cRR
qg( )= 1) (Fig. 14).   That is, there 

was no mixture between the right- RR +kp( )  and left- 

RL –kp( )  handed helicity elements, and thus the mass 

energy was zero at the Big Bang.   In other words, the 
mass was not generated at that time.   However, after that, 
temperature significantly decreased, and thus because of 
any origin (i.e., Higgs boson, broken symmetry of 
chirality etc.), the mixture between the right- RR +kp( )  

and left- RL –kp( )  handed helicity elements has begun 

to occur.   The mixture between the right- RR +kp( )  and 

left- RL –kp( )  handed helicity elements increases with 

an increase in time (with a decrease in the cRR
qg( ) 

value).   Similar discussions can be made in the 
L ↓ qg , +kp( )  state.    

The mass energy is proportional to the 
RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp

RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( )  values (Figs. 2 and 4).   

These values are different between the kinds of particles.   
This is the reason why we do not theoretically predict the 
mass for each particle or antiparticle.    

We can see from Figs. 2 and 4 that the ε qg ,R qg( ) and 

ε qg ,L qg( ) values are equivalent in the space axis.   The 
total chirality and momentum in the 

RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp
RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( )  terms in the both 

R ↑ qg , +kp( )  and L ↓ qg , +kp( )  states are zero.   We 

can consider that the mass is generated by the mixture of 
the right- RR +kp( )  and left- RL –kp( )  handed 

helicity elements at the space axis.   In the real world we 
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live, the reversible process ( –kp ) can be possible in the 
space axis while the reversible process ( –tp ) cannot be 
possible in the time axis (irreversible).   This is the reason 
why the number of elements for mass is only one, and 
thus there is only attractive force between two masses.    

In summary, because of the 
RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp

RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( )  terms, originating from 

the cancellation of the right- and left-handed helicity 
elements at space axis, the gravitational fields only spring 
out from the infinitesimal source point (or comes into the 
infinitesimal sink point) to (from) any direction in the 
space axis.    

On the other hand, the total chirality and momentum in 
the RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp

RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( )  states are zero not 

because of the intrinsic zero value but because of the 
cancellation of the large right- and left-handed helicity 
elements, which are the origin of the spin magnetic 
moment and the electric charge.   Therefore, there is a 
possibility that the external potential energy 
( ε qg ,ext .,R qg( )  and ε qg ,ext .,L qg( ) ) for the 

RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp
RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( )  states can be very small 

but finite values (fluctuated and induced polarization 
effects).   Therefore, the distortion of the spacetime axes 
can occur.   That is, we can consider that the gravity can 
be considered to be the residual electromagnetic forces 
[14].   Such fluctuation originates from the fact that the 
qg  value is decided under the very small uncertainty of 
the position ( ∆r ≈ 0 ) and time ( ∆ t ≈ 0 ), and thus the 
uncertainty of the momentum ( ∆k >> 0 ) and energy 
( ∆E >> 0 ) is very large (Heisenberg’s uncertainty 
principle).    

Most of extremely large energy generated at the time of 
the Big Bang has been stored in the particle and 
antiparticle as a large potential rest energy, and only small 
part of it is now used as very small gravitational energy.   
This is the reason why the gravity is much smaller than 
other three forces.    

It should be noted that the strength of the massive 
charge is observed to be always constant, and not to 
depend on the direction at space axis.   That is, the 
strength of the massive charge cannot change, according 
to the spatial environment.   This is because the massive 
charge can be defined as the mixture (cancellation) of the 
right- and left-handed angular momentum elements at the 

space axis (at kp,total = +kp( )+ –kp( )= 0 ) (i.e., 

RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp
RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( ) ).   That is, we can 

consider that the massive charges are rigid with respect to 
the spatial environment.   We can consider that the 
massive charge observed in our real world can be defined 
as the mixture (cancellation) of the components of angular 
momentum wave function for the right- (left-) handed 
particle and the right- (left-) handed antiparticle at space 
axis (at kp,total = +kp( )+ –kp( )= 0 ), as shown in Figs. 2 
and 4.    
 
5.3 Electric Monopole Charge 

The energy ε qe ,R qe( )  for the right-handed chirality 

R ↑ qe , +tp( )  element can be defined as Eq. (37).   At 

the time of the Big Bang, the ε qe ,R qe( ) value was the 
minimum (cRR

qe( )= 1).   That is, there was no mixture 

between the right- RR +tp( )  and left- 

RL – tp( ) ( = RL +ta( ) ) handed helicity elements, and 

thus the electric monopole field energy was zero at the 
Big Bang.   In other words, the electric monopole charge 
was not generated at that time (Fig. 14).   However, after 
that, temperature significantly decreased, and thus 
because of any origin (i.e., Higgs boson, broken 
symmetry of chirality etc.), the mixture between the right- 
RR +tp( )  and left- RL –t p( ) ( = RL +ta( ) ) helicity 

elements at the time axis has begun to occur.   The 
mixture between the right- RR +tp( )  and left- 

RL –t p( )  handed helicity elements at the time axis 

increases with an increase in time (with a decrease in the 
cRR

qe( ) value).   Similar discussions can be made in the 

L ↓ qe, +tp( )  state.    

The electric monopole field energy is proportional to 
the RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp RR +tp( )  and 

LL +tp( )H0,+tp
LL +tp( )  values (Figs. 3 and 5).   On 

the other hand, these values are different between the 
kinds of particles.    

We can see from Figs. 3 and 5 that the ε qe ,R qe( ) and 
ε qe ,L qe( ) values are equivalent in the space axis.   The 

total momentum in RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp RR +tp( )  and 
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LL +tp( )H0 ,+t LL +tp( )  terms in both R ↑ qe , +tp( )  

and L ↓ qe, +tp( )  states are not zero.   And the total 

chirality in the RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp RR +tp( )  and 

LL +tp( )H0,+tp
LL +tp( )  terms in the R ↑ qe , +tp( )  

and L ↓ qe, +tp( )  states are opposite by each other at 

time axis, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5.   We can consider 
that the electric monopole charge is generated by the 
mixture of the right- RR +tp( )  and left- RL –t p( )  

handed helicity elements at the time axis.   For example, 
we can consider that the electric monopole charge is 
generated by the mixture (superposition) of the particle 
( RR +tp( ) ) and antiparticle ( RL –t p( ) ) states 

components in the wavefunction in the particle 
( R ↑ qe , +tp( ) ).   In the real world we live, the 

reversible process ( –tp ) cannot be made in the time axis 
(irreversible).   Therefore, we must consider the 

RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp
RR +tp( )  and 

LL +tp( )H0,+tp
LL +tp( )  states instead of the 

RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp
RL – tp( )  and 

LL +tp( )H1,+tp , – tp LR – tp( )  states.  This is the reason 

why the total chirality in the RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp RR +tp( )  

and LL +tp( )H0,+tp
LL +tp( )  values in the both 

R ↑ qe , +tp( )  and L ↓ qe, +tp( )  states are not zero, 

and opposite by each other, and the number of elements 
for electric monopole charge is two, and thus there are 
attractive and repulsive forces between two electric 
monopole charges.   Because of the 

RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp RR +tp( )  terms, the electric monopole 

field only springs out from the infinitesimal source point 
to any direction in the space and time axes.   On the other 
hand, because of the LL +tp( )H0,+tp

LL +tp( )  terms, 

the electric field only comes into the infinitesimal sink 
point from any direction in the space and time axes.   In 
summary, because of the RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp RL – tp( )  

and LL +tp( )H1,+tp , – tp LR – tp( )  terms, originating 

from the mixture of the right- and left-handed helicity 

elements, the electric field springs out from the 
infinitesimal source point to any direction in the time axis, 
or comes into the infinitesimal sink point from any 
direction in the time axis.   

It should be noted that the strength of the electric 
monopole charge is observed to be always constant at 
time axis, and not to depend on the direction at space axis.   
That is, the strength of the electric monopole charge 
cannot change, according to the spatial and time 
environment.   This is because the electric monopole 
charge can be defined as the mixture (cancellation) of the 
right- and left-handed angular momentum elements at the 
time axis (at tp ,total = +tp( )+ – tp( )= 0 ) (i.e., 

RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp RL – tp( )  and 

LL +tp( )H1,+tp , – tp LR – tp( ) ).   That is, we can consider 

that the electric monopole charges are rigid with respect 
to the spatial and time environment.   We can consider 
that the electric monopole charge observed in our real 
world can be defined as the mixture (cancellation) of the 
components of angular momentum wave function for the 
right- (left-) handed particle and the right- (left-) handed 
antiparticle at the time axis, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5.   
The electric monopole charges are generated by the 
interactions between the wave functional components of 
the particles and antiparticles.   We can interpret that the 
electric monopole charges are generated by the virtual 
particle-antiparticle pair annihilation interaction in a 
particle (at kp,total = +kp( )+ +ka( )= 0 , at 

tp ,total = +tp( )+ +ta( )= 0).    
 
5.4 Color Charge 

The ε qc ,R qe( )  for the right-handed chirality 

R ↑ qe , +tp( )  element can be defined as Eq. (36).   At 

the time of the Big Bang, the ε qc ,R qe( ) value was very 
large ( cRR

qe( )= 1 ).   That is, there was no mixture 

between the right- RR +tp( )  and left- 

RL – tp( ) ( = RL +ta( ) ) handed helicity elements, and 

thus the color charge field was very large at the Big Bang 
(Fig. 14).   However, after that, temperature significantly 
decreased, and thus because of any origin (Higgs boson, 
broken symmetry of chirality etc.), the mixture between 
the right- RR +tp( )  and left- RL –t p( ) ( = RL +ta( ) ) 

handed helicity elements at the time axis has begun to 
occur.   The mixture between the right- RR +tp( )  and 
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left- RL –t p( )  handed helicity elements at the time axis 

increases with an increase in time (with decrease in the 
cRR

qe( ) value).   The ε qc ,R qe( ) value decreases with an 
increase in time (with decrease in the cRR

qe( )  value).   

Similar discussions can be made in the L ↓ qe, +tp( )  

state.    
We can consider that the three kinds of the color 

charges (red (Rd), blue (Bl), and green (Gr)) states are 
composed from the three magnetic ψ q c ,RL qe( ) , 
ψ q c ,R qe( ), and ψ q c ,L qe( ) states, having the energies of 

the ε qc ,RL qe( ) = εqm ,R qg( ) and εqm,L qg( )( ), ε qc ,R qe( ) , 

and ε qc ,L qe( ), respectively.   Red, blue, and green color 
charges can be defined by appropriate combination 
between ψ q c ,RL qe( ), ψ q c ,R qe( ), and ψ q c ,L qe( ) states.   
For example, we can consider that the energy for the color 
field originating from the red, blue, and green charges can 
be mainly expressed as the ε qc ,R qe( ) , ε qc ,L qe( ), and 
ε qc ,RL qe( ) values, respectively.   This consideration is 
available, at least, as essential qualitative discussions in 
this article.   Three color charges (red, blue, and green) 
can be explained if we define the magnetic monopole and 
magnetic dipole moment expressed in Eqs. (13), (23), 
(36), and (45) as color charges.   Therefore, we can 
consider that the color charges in the strong force can 
originate from the magnetic monopole and the spin 
magnetic dipole moment.   

For example, wavefunction of the three quarks ( Ψ1 , 
Ψ2 , and Ψ3) in a proton or neutron can be expressed as  
 
Ψ1 = c1,int .

2 qe( )+ c1, ext.
2 qe( ) 

      × cRR
qe( )Ψqc,R + cRL

qe( )Ψqc,L{ },          101( )  
 
Ψ2 = c2, int .

2 qe( )+ c2,ext .
2 qe( ) 

      × cLL
qe( )Ψqc ,L + cLR

qe( )Ψqc ,R{ },          102( )  
 
Ψ3 = c3, int .

2 qe( )+ c3,ext.
2 qe( )cRL qe( )Ψqc,RL , 

                                                                         103( )  
 

c1, int.
2 qe( )+ c1, ext.

2 qe( )( )cRR
2 qe( )+ cRL

2 qe( )( )= 1,  
                                                                          104( )  
 

c2, int .
2 qe( )+ c2,ext .

2 qe( )( )cLL
2 qe( )+ cLR

2 qe( )( )= 1,  
                                                                          105( )  

–qc+qc

Rd Bl

Gr

qm

BcdS∫ = 0

Gauss’s law in color field  
Fig. 15. Gauss’s law in the color field in a hadron and an 
anti-hadron.    
 

c3,int .
2 qe( )+ c3, ext.

2 qe( )( )cRL
2 qe( )= 1,                106( )  

 
where the c1,int . qe( ) , c2,int . qe( ) , and c3, int . qe( ) values 
are the internal coefficients denoting the strong field 
energy, and the c1,ext. qe( ) , c2,ext . qe( ) , and c3, ext. qe( ) 
values are the external coefficients denoting the color 
charges in quarks, antiquarks, and gluons.   The space 
integration of the color charge field becomes zero in a 
hadron (Gauss’s law in color charge) (Fig. 15),  
 

BcdS = 0∫ .                                                        107( )  
 
This is the reason why the total color charge in a hadron is 
observed to be 0 (white color charge), and the reason why 
gluons are observed to be confined within a hadron,  
 
c1,ext.

2 qe( )cRR
2 qe( )+ c2, ext.

2 qe( )cLR
2 qe( ) 

= c1,ext.
2 qe( )cRL

2 qe( )+ c2, ext.
2 qe( )cLL

2 qe( ).         108( )  
 

We can see from Figs. 3 and 5 that the ε qc ,R qe( ) and 
ε qc ,L qe( ) values are equivalent in the space axis.   The 

total momentum in the RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  

and LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )  terms in the both 

R ↑ qe , +tp( )  and L ↓ qe, +tp( )  states are not zero.   

And the total chirality in the 
RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  and 

LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )  terms in the 
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R ↑ qe , +tp( )  and L ↓ qe, +tp( )  states are opposite by 

each other at the time axis, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5.   
We can consider that the color charge is the right- 
RR +tp( )  and left- RL –t p( )  handed helicity elements 

of the angular momentum in quark at the time axis.   In 
the real world we live, the reversible process ( –tp ) cannot 
be possible in the time axis (irreversible).   Therefore, we 
must consider the – RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp

RR +tp( )  and 

– LL +tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp
LL +tp( )  states instead of the 

RL –t p( )H0,+tp ,+tp RL – tp( )  and 

LR –tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp
LR –tp( )  states.   This is the reason 

why the total chirality in the 
RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  and 

LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )  values in the 

R ↑ qe , +tp( )  and L ↓ qe, +tp( )  states are not zero, 

and opposite by each other, and the number of elements 
for color charge at time axis is two.   On the other hand, 
the number of elements for color charge at space axis is 
one.   Furthermore, there is only attractive forces between 
two or three color charges.    Because of the 

RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  terms, the color field only 

springs out from the infinitesimal source point to any 
direction in space and time axes.   On the other hand, 
because of the LL +tp( )H0,+tp, +tp LL +tp( )  terms, the 

color field only comes into the infinitesimal sink point 
from any direction in space and time axes.   In summary, 
because of the RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  and 

LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )  terms, originating from the 

right- RR +tp( )  and left- RL –t p( )  handed helicity 

elements, and the left- LL +tp( )  and right- LR –tp( )  

handed helicity elements, of the angular momentum in 
quark at the time axis, the color field springs out from the 
infinitesimal source point to any direction in time axis, or 
comes into the infinitesimal sink point from any direction 
in the time axis.    

It should be noted that the strength of the color charge 
depends on time and the direction at the space axis.   That 
is, the strength of the color charge can change, according 
to the time change and the spatial environment.   This is 
because the color charge can be defined as the summation 

between the right- RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  and 

left-handed RL –t p( )H0,+tp ,+tp RL – tp( )  angular 

elements, and the left- LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )  and 

right-handed LR –tp( )H0, +tp ,+tp LR –tp( )  angular 

elements (time tp ≠ 0( )  dependent ( +t p  or –tp )).   That 
is, we can consider that the color charges are not rigid 
with respect to time change and the spatial environment.   
We can consider that the color charge observed in our real 
world can be defined as the summation of the angular 
momentum of the components of wave function for the 
right- (left-) handed particle and the right- (left-) handed 
antiparticle at particle time axis, as shown in Figs. 3 and 
5.   That is, we can consider that total color charges for 
hadrons are always 0 (while) because each color charge 
for quarks and antiquarks can change with time so that the 
total external energy for the environments for hadrons can 
be minimum and stable (total while color charge).   There 
is a possibility that even if each quarks and antiquarks 
could be separated, each quark or antiquark has zero color 
charge (i.e., green charge defined in this article), and thus 
we would not be able to observe the strong color charges 
(i.e., red and blue charges defined in this article).   There 
is a possibility that the color charges for leptons and 
antileptons, which can be observed to be isolated, cannot 
be observed even if leptons and antileptons as well as the 
quarks and antiquarks have color charges.    

If we observe the color charge for long enough time 
( ∆ t >> 0 ), we would observe average ε qc ,R,obs .∆t>>0  
and ε qc ,L ,obs. ∆t>>0  values originating from the both the 

RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  and 

RL –t p( )H0,+tp ,+tp RL – tp( )  terms, and from the both 

the LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )  and 

LR –tp( )H0, +tp ,+tp LR –tp( )  terms,  

 
ε qc ,R,obs .∆t>>0 = 2cRR

2 qe( )–1( )εqc∞ ,R ,              109( ) 
 
ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t>>0 = 2cLL

2 qe( )– 1( )εqc∞ ,L .              110( ) 
 
On the other hand, if we observe the color charge for 
short enough time ( ∆ t ≈ 0 ), we would observe various 
ε qc ,R,obs .∆t≈0  and ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t≈0  values originating from 

only the RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( ) , or 
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RL –t p( )H0,+tp ,+tp RL – tp( ) , or other combinations 

between them, and from only the 
LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( ) , or 

LR –tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp LR –tp( ) , or other combinations 

between them,  
 
ε qc , R,obs .∆t≈0 = εqc∞ ,R  
                     = εqc∞ ,L  
                     = etc.                                            111( )  
 
ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t≈0 = εqc∞ ,L  
                     = εqc∞ ,R  
                     = etc.                                            112( ) 
 
That is, if we observe the color charge for long enough 
time (i.e., the uncertainty of the time is very large 
( ∆ t >> 0 )), we would observe the average 
ε qc ,R,obs .∆t>>0  and ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t>>0  values with very 
small uncertainty in energy (∆E ≈ 0).   On the other hand, 
if we observe the color charge in small enough time (i.e., 
the uncertainty of the time is very short ( ∆ t ≈ 0 )), we 
would observe the various ε qc ,R,obs .∆t≈0  and 
ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t≈0  values with very large uncertainty in 
energy ( ∆E >> 0 ).   This can be related to the 
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.   This is the reason 
why the gluon has the color charge energies 
(ε qc ,R,ext . qe( )) as well as the strong force field energies 
(ε qc ,R,int . qe( )), and the reason why the color charges and 
the number of gluons significantly change in a hadron 
with a time change.    
 
6. Relationships between the Spin Magnetic Dipole 
Moment, Massive Charge, Electric Monopole Charge, 
and Color Charge; Antiparticles at the Particle Time 
Axis 

Various charges for antiparticles should be expressed at 
the antiparticle spacetime axis.   On the other hand, these 
charges will be expressed at the particle spacetime axis 
where we live as a real world, in this article.   That is, 
anti-red, anti-blue, and anti-green color charges at the 
antiparticle spacetime axis are denoted as blue, red, and 
green color charges at the particle spacetime axis.   Anti-
positive and anti-negative electric charges at the 
antiparticle spacetime axis are denoted as negative and 
positive electric charges at the particle spacetime axis.   
Furthermore, anti-N and anti-S magnetic poles at the 
antiparticle spacetime axis are denoted as S and N 
magnetic poles at the particle spacetime axis.   

 
6.1 Spin Magnetic Dipole Moment 

The energies for the spin magnetic dipole moment for 
the R ↑ qg , –kp( )  state can be expressed as Eq. (61).   

At the time of the Big Bang, the ε qm ,R qg( )  and 

ε qm ,L qg( ) values were the maximum.   That is, there was 

no mixture between the right- RR –kp( )  and left- 

RL +kp( ) (= RL –ka( ) ) handed helicity elements, and 

thus the spin magnetic dipole moment was the largest at 
the Big Bang.   In other words, the mass (infinitesimal 
electric dipole charge) and electric monopole charge were 
not generated at that time (Fig. 14).   However, since 
temperatures immediately decreased after Big Bang, 
because of any origin (i.e., Higgs boson, broken 
symmetry of chirality etc.), the mixture between the right- 
RR –kp( )  and left- RL +kp( )  handed helicity elements 

has begun to occur.   The mixture between the right- 
RR –kp( )  and left- RL +kp( )  handed helicity elements 

increases with an increase in time (with a decrease in the 
cRR

qg( ) value).   Similar discussions can be made in the 

L ↓ qg , –kp( )  state.    

We can see from Figs. 10 and 12 that the ε qm ,R qg( ) 

and ε qm ,L qg( ) values are not equivalent in the space 
axis.   The total chirality and momentum in the 

RR –kp( )H0,–kp , –kp
RR –kp( )  and 

LL –kp( )H0,–kp, –kp
LL –kp( )  terms in the both 

R ↑ qg , –kp( )  and L ↓ qg , –kp( )  states are not zero.   

This is the reason why the number of elements for 
magnetic spin dipole moments is two, and thus there are 
attractive and repulsive forces between two magnetic 
dipole moments.   

The spin magnetic dipole energy is proportional to the 
RR –kp( )H0,–kp , –kp

RR –kp( )  and 

RL +kp( )H0 ,–kp , –kp
RL +kp( )  values, and the 

LL –kp( )H0,–kp, –kp
LL –kp( )  and 

LR + kp( )H0 ,–kp ,–kp
LR + kp( )  values (Figs. 10 and 

12).   These values are different between the kinds of 
particles and antiparticles.   This is the reason why we 
cannot theoretically predict the intensity of the spin 
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magnetic dipole moment for each particle or antiparticle.   
In summary, because of the 

RR –kp( )H0,–kp , –kp
RR –kp( )  and 

LL –kp( )H0,–kp, –kp
LL –kp( )  terms, originating from 

the finite right- and left-handed helicity elements, 
respectively, the magnetic dipole field goes from the 
infinitesimal source point to infinitesimal sink point at 
finite space axis.   This is the reason why the path of the 
magnetic dipole field is like loop (source-sink)-type, as 
shown in Figs. 10 and 12.    

It should be noted that the strength of the spin magnetic 
dipole moment depends on the direction at the space axis.   
That is, the strength of the spin magnetic dipole moment 
can change, according to the spatial environment.   This is 
because the spin magnetic dipole moment can be defined 
as the difference between the right- 

RR –kp( )H0,–kp , –kp
RR –kp( )  and left-handed 

RL +kp( )H0 ,–kp , –kp
RL +kp( )  angular momentum 

elements (space kp ≠ 0( )  dependent ( + kp  or –kp )).   
That is, we can consider that the spin magnetic dipole 
moments are not rigid with respect to the spatial 
environment.   We can consider that the spin magnetic 
dipole moment observed in our real world can be defined 
as the difference of the spin angular momentum between 
the components of wave function for the right- (left-) 
handed particle and the right- (left-) handed antiparticle, 
as shown in Figs. 10 and 12.    

If we observe the magnetic dipole moment in large 
enough range and time ( ∆r >> 0 , t >> 0 ), we would 
observe average ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t>>0  and ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t>>0  
values originating from both the 

RR –kp( )H0,–kp , –kp
RR –kp( )  and 

RL +kp( )H0 ,–kp , –kp
RL +kp( )  terms, and both the 

LL –kp( )H0,–kp, –kp
LL –kp( )  and 

LR + kp( )H0 ,–kp ,–kp
LR + kp( )  terms, respectively,  

 
ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t>>0 = 2cRR

2 qg( )–1( )ε qm∞ ,R,          113( )  

 
ε qm ,L,obs. ∆r ,t>>0 = 2cLL

2 qg( )–1( )εqm∞ ,L .          114( )  

 
On the other hand, if we observe the magnetic dipole 
moment in small enough range and time ( ∆r ≈ 0 , 
∆ t ≈ 0 ), we would observe various ε qm , R,obs .∆r ,t≈0  and 

ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t≈0  values originating from only the 

RR –kp( )H0,–kp , –kp
RR –kp( ) , or 

RL +kp( )H0 ,–kp , –kp
RL +kp( ) , or other combinations 

between them, and from only the 
LL –kp( )H0,–kp, –kp

LL –kp( ) , or 

LR + kp( )H0 ,–kp ,–kp
LR + kp( ) , or other combinations 

between them,  
 
ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t≈0 = εqm∞ ,R  
                        = εqm∞ ,L  
                        =  etc.                                       115( )  
 
ε qm ,L,obs.∆r≈0 = εqm∞ ,L  
                        = εqm∞ ,R  
                        =  etc.                                       116( )  
 
That is, if we observe the magnetic dipole moment in 
large enough range and time (i.e., the uncertainty of the 
position and time is very large ( ∆r >> 0 , t >> 0 ), we 
would observe the average ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t>>0  and 
ε qm ,L,obs. ∆r ,t>>0  values with very small uncertainty in 
momentum and energy (∆k ≈ 0, ∆E ≈ 0), as usual.   On 
the other hand, if we observe the magnetic dipole moment 
in small enough range and time (i.e., the uncertainty of the 
position and time is very small ( ∆r ≈ 0 , ∆ t ≈ 0 ), we 
would observe the various ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t≈0  and 
ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t≈0  values with very large uncertainty in 
momentum and energy (∆k >> 0 , ∆E >> 0 ).   This can 
be related to the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.    
 
6.2 Mass (Infinitesimal Electric (and Magnetic) Dipole 
Charge) 

The mass energy ε qg ,R qg( )  for the right-handed 

chirality R ↑ qg , –kp( )  element can be defined as Eq. 

(58).   At the time of the Big Bang, the ε qg ,R qg( ) value 

was the minimum (cRR
qg( )= 1).   That is, there was no 

mixture between the right- RR –kp( )  and left- 

RL +kp( )  handed helicity elements, and thus the mass 

energy was zero at the Big Bang.   In other words, the 
mass was not generated at that time (Fig. 14).   However, 
after that, temperature significantly decreased, and thus 
because of any origin (i.e., Higgs boson, broken 
symmetry of chirality etc.), the mixture between the right- 
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RR –kp( )  and left- RL +kp( )  handed helicity elements 

has begun to occur.   The mixture between the right- 
RR –kp( )  and left- RL +kp( )  handed helicity elements 

increases with an increase in time (with a decrease in the 
cRR

qg( ) value).   Similar discussions can be made in the 

L ↓ qg , –kp( )  state.    

The mass energy is proportional to the 
RR –kp( )H1,–kp ,+kp

RL +kp( )  and 

LL –kp( )H1,–kp , +kp
LR +kp( )  values (Figs. 10 and 12).   

These values are different between the kinds of particles.   
This is the reason why we do not theoretically predict the 
mass for each particle or antiparticle.    

We can see from Figs. 10 and 12 that the ε qg ,R qg( ) 
and ε qg ,L qg( ) values are equivalent in the space axis.   
The total chirality and momentum in the 

RR –kp( )H1,–kp ,+kp
RL +kp( )  and 

LL –kp( )H1,–kp , +kp
LR +kp( )  terms in the both 

R ↑ qg , –kp( )  and L ↓ qg , –kp( )  states are zero.   We 

can consider that the mass is generated by the mixture of 
the right- RR –kp( )  and left- RL +kp( )  handed 

helicity elements at the space axis.   In the real world we 
live, the reversible process ( –kp ) can be possible in the 
space axis while the reversible process ( –tp ) cannot be 
possible in the time axis (irreversible).   This is the reason 
why the number of elements for mass is only one, and 
thus there is only attractive force between two masses.    

In summary, because of the 
RR –kp( )H1,–kp ,+kp

RL +kp( )  and 

LL –kp( )H1,–kp , +kp
LR +kp( )  terms, originating from 

the cancellation of the right- and left-handed helicity 
elements at space axis, the gravitational fields only spring 
out from the infinitesimal source point (or comes into the 
infinitesimal sink point) to (from) any direction in the 
space axis.    

On the other hand, the total chirality and momentum in 
the RR –kp( )H1,–kp ,+kp

RL +kp( )  and 

LL –kp( )H1,–kp , +kp
LR +kp( )  states are zero not 

because of the intrinsic zero value but because of the 
cancellation of the large right- and left-handed helicity 
elements, which are the origin of the spin magnetic 

moment and the electric charge.   Therefore, there is a 
possibility that the external potential energy 
( ε qg ,ext .,R qg( )  and ε qg ,ext .,L qg( ) ) for the 

RR –kp( )H1,–kp ,+kp
RL +kp( )  and 

LL –kp( )H1,–kp ,+kp
LR +kp( )  states can be very small 

but finite values (fluctuated and induced polarization 
effects).   Therefore, the distortion of the spacetime axes 
can occur.   That is, we can consider that the gravity can 
be considered to be the residual electromagnetic forces 
[14].   Such fluctuation originates from the fact that the 
qg  value is decided under the very small uncertainty of 
the position ( ∆r ≈ 0 ) and time ( ∆ t ≈ 0 ), and thus the 
uncertainty of the momentum ( ∆k >> 0 ) and energy 
( ∆E >> 0 ) is very large (Heisenberg’s uncertainty 
principle).    

Most of extremely large energy generated at the time of 
the Big Bang has been stored in the particle and 
antiparticle as a large potential rest energy, and only small 
part of it is now used as very small gravitational energy.   
This is the reason why the gravity is much smaller than 
other three forces.    

It should be noted that the strength of the massive 
charge is observed to be always constant, and not to 
depend on the direction at space axis.   That is, the 
strength of the massive charge cannot change, according 
to the spatial environment.   This is because the massive 
charge can be defined as the mixture (cancellation) of the 
right- and left-handed angular momentum elements at the 
space axis (at kp,total = +kp( )+ –kp( )= 0 ) (i.e., 

RR –kp( )H1,–kp ,+kp
RL +kp( )  and 

LL –kp( )H1,–kp ,+kp
LR +kp( ) ).   That is, we can 

consider that the massive charges are rigid with respect to 
the spatial environment.   We can consider that the 
massive charge observed in our real world can be defined 
as the mixture (cancellation) of the components of angular 
momentum wave function for the right- (left-) handed 
particle and the right- (left-) handed antiparticle at space 
axis (at kp,total = +kp( )+ –kp( )= 0 ), as shown in Figs. 
10 and 12.    
 
6.3 Electric Monopole Charge 

The energy ε qe ,R qe( )  for the right-handed chirality 

R ↑ qe , – tp( )  element can be defined as Eq. (85).   At 

the time of the Big Bang, the ε qe ,R qe( ) value was the 
minimum (cRR

qe( )= 1).   That is, there was no mixture 
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between the right- RR – tp( )  and left- 

RL +tp( ) ( = RL – ta( ) ) handed helicity elements, and 

thus the electric monopole field energy was zero at the 
Big Bang.   In other words, the electric monopole charge 
was not generated at that time (Fig. 14).   However, after 
that, temperature significantly decreased, and thus 
because of any origin (i.e., Higgs boson, broken 
symmetry of chirality etc.), the mixture between the right- 
RR – tp( )  and left- RL +tp( ) ( = RL – ta( ) ) helicity 

elements at the time axis has begun to occur.   The 
mixture between the right- RR – tp( )  and left- 

RL +tp( )  handed helicity elements at the time axis 

increases with an increase in time (with a decrease in the 
cRR

qe( ) value).   Similar discussions can be made in the 

L ↓ qe, – tp( )  state.    

The electric monopole field energy is proportional to 
the RL +tp( )H0,+tp RL +t p( )  and 

LR +t p( )H0,+tp LR +tp( )  values (Figs. 11 and 13).   On 

the other hand, these values are different between the 
kinds of particles.   

We can see from Figs. 11 and 13 that the ε qe ,R qe( ) 
and ε qe ,L qe( ) values are equivalent in the space axis.   

The total momentum in RL +tp( )H0,+tp RL +t p( )  and 

LR +t p( )H0,+tp LR +tp( )  terms in both R ↑ qe , – tp( )  

and L ↓ qe, – tp( )  states are not zero.   And the total 

chirality in the RL +tp( )H0,+tp RL +t p( )  and 

LR +t p( )H0,+tp LR +tp( )  terms in the R ↑ qe , – tp( )  

and L ↓ qe, – tp( )  states are opposite by each other at 

time axis, as shown in Figs. 11 and 13.   We can consider 
that the electric monopole charge is generated by the 
mixture of the right- RR – tp( )  and left- RL +tp( )  

handed helicity elements at the time axis.   For example, 
we can consider that the electric monopole charge is 
generated by the mixture (superposition) of the 
antiparticle ( RR – tp( ) ) and particle ( RL +tp( ) ) states 

components in the wavefunction in the antiparticle 
( R ↑ qe , – tp( ) ).   In the real world we live, the 

reversible process ( –tp ) cannot be made in the time axis 

(irreversible).   Therefore, we must consider the 
RL +tp( )H0,+tp RL +t p( )  and 

LR +t p( )H0,+tp LR +tp( )  states instead of the 

RR – tp( )H1,–tp,+tp RL +tp( )  and 

LL – tp( )H1,– tp ,+tp
LR +tp( )  states.  This is the reason 

why the total chirality in the RL +tp( )H0,+tp RL +t p( )  

and LR +t p( )H0,+tp LR +tp( )  values in the both 

R ↑ qe , – tp( )  and L ↓ qe, – tp( )  states are not zero, 

and opposite by each other, and the number of elements 
for electric monopole charge is two, and thus there are 
attractive and repulsive forces between two electric 
monopole charges.   Because of the 

RL +tp( )H0,+tp RL +t p( )  terms, the electric monopole 

field only springs out from the infinitesimal source point 
to any direction in the space and time axes.   On the other 
hand, because of the LR +t p( )H0,+tp LR +tp( )  terms, 

the electric field only comes into the infinitesimal sink 
point from any direction in the space and time axes.   In 
summary, because of the RR – tp( )H1,–tp,+tp RL +tp( )  

and LL – tp( )H1,– tp ,+tp
LR +tp( )  terms, originating 

from the mixture of the right- and left-handed helicity 
elements, the electric field springs out from the 
infinitesimal source point to any direction in the time axis, 
or comes into the infinitesimal sink point from any 
direction in the time axis.    

It should be noted that the strength of the electric 
monopole charge is observed to be always constant at 
time axis, and not to depend on the direction at space axis.   
That is, the strength of the electric monopole charge 
cannot change, according to the spatial and time 
environment.   This is because the electric monopole 
charge can be defined as the mixture (cancellation) of the 
right- and left-handed angular momentum elements at the 
time axis (at tp ,total = +tp( )+ – tp( )= 0 ) (i.e., 

RR – tp( )H1,–tp,+tp RL +tp( )  and 

LL – tp( )H1,– tp ,+tp
LR +tp( ) ).   That is, we can consider 

that the electric monopole charges are rigid with respect 
to the spatial and time environment.   We can consider 
that the electric monopole charge observed in our real 
world can be defined as the mixture (cancellation) of the 
components of angular momentum wave function for the 
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right- (left-) handed particle and the right- (left-) handed 
antiparticle at the time axis, as shown in Fig. 1.    

The electric monopole charges in antiparticles are 
generated by the interactions between the wave functional 
components of the antiparticles and particles.   We can 
interpret that the electric monopole charges are generated 
by the virtual antiparticle-particle pair annihilation 
interaction in an antiparticle (at 
ka, total = +ka( )+ +kp( )= 0 , at 

ta, total = +ta( )+ +tp( )= 0 ).    
 
6.4 Color Charge 

The ε qc ,R qe( )  for the right-handed chirality 

R ↑ qe , – tp( )  element can be defined as Eq. (84).   At 

the time of the Big Bang, the ε qc , R qe( ) value was very 
large ( cRR

qe( )= 1 ).   That is, there was no mixture 

between the right- RR – tp( )  and left- 

RL +tp( ) ( = RL – ta( ) ) handed helicity elements, and 

thus the color charge field was very large at the Big Bang 
(Fig. 14).   However, after that, temperature significantly 
decreased, and thus because of any origin (Higgs boson, 
broken symmetry of chirality etc.), the mixture between 
the right- RR – tp( )  and left- RL +tp( ) ( = RL – ta( ) ) 

handed helicity elements at the time axis has begun to 
occur.   The mixture between the right- RR – tp( )  and 

left- RL +tp( )  handed helicity elements at the time axis 

increases with an increase in time (with decrease in the 
cRR

qe( ) value).   The ε qc ,R qe( ) value decreases with an 
increase in time (with decrease in the cRR

qe( )  value).   

Similar discussions can be made in the L ↓ qe, – tp( )  

state.   
We can consider that the three kinds of the color 

charges (red (Rd), blue (Bl), and green (Gr)) states are 
composed from the three magnetic ψ q c ,RL qe( ) , 
ψ q c ,R qe( ), and ψ q c ,L qe( ) states, having the energies of 

the ε qc ,RL qe( ) = εqm ,R qg( ) and εqm,L qg( )( ), ε qc ,R qe( ) , 

and ε qc ,L qe( ), respectively.   Red, blue, and green color 
charges can be defined by appropriate combination 
between ψ q c ,RL qe( ), ψ q c ,R qe( ), and ψ q c ,L qe( ) states.   
For example, we can consider that the energy for the color 
field originating from the red, blue, and green charges can 
be mainly expressed as the ε qc ,R qe( ) , ε qc ,L qe( ), and 

ε qc ,RL qe( ) values, respectively.   This consideration is 
available, at least, as essential qualitative discussions in 
this article.   Three color charges (red, blue, and green) 
can be explained if we define the magnetic monopole and 
magnetic dipole moment expressed in Eqs. (61), (71), 
(84), and (93) as color charges.   Therefore, we can 
consider that the color charges in the strong force can 
originate from the magnetic monopole and the spin 
magnetic dipole moment.    

For example, wavefunction of the three antiquarks 
(Ψ1, Ψ2 , and Ψ3) in a anti-proton or anti-neutron can be 
expressed as  
 
Ψ1 = c1,int .

2 qe( )+ c1, ext.
2 qe( ) 

      × cRR
qe( )Ψqc,R + cRL

qe( )Ψqc,L{ },          117( ) 
 
Ψ2 = c2, int .

2 qe( )+ c2,ext .
2 qe( ) 

      × cLL
qe( )Ψqc ,L + cLR

qe( )Ψqc ,R{ },          118( )  
 
Ψ3 = c3, int .

2 qe( )+ c3,ext.
2 qe( )cRL qe( )Ψqc,RL , 

                                                                         119( ) 
 

c1, int.
2 qe( )+ c1, ext.

2 qe( )( )cRR
2 qe( )+ cRL

2 qe( )( )= 1,  
                                                                         120( )  
 

c2, int .
2 qe( )+ c2,ext .

2 qe( )( )cLL
2 qe( )+ cLR

2 qe( )( )= 1,  
                                                                         121( )  
 

c3,int .
2 qe( )+ c3, ext.

2 qe( )( )cRL
2 qe( )= 1,                122( )  

 
where the c1,int . qe( ) , c2,int . qe( ) , and c3, int . qe( ) values 
are the internal coefficients denoting the strong field 
energy, and the c1,ext. qe( ) , c2,ext . qe( ) , and c3, ext. qe( ) 
values are the external coefficients denoting the color 
charges in quarks, antiquarks, and gluons.   The space 
integration of the color charge field becomes zero in an 
anti-hadron (Gauss’s law in color charge) (Fig. 15),  
 

BcdS = 0∫ .                                                        123( ) 
 
This is the reason why the total color charge in an anti-
hadron is observed to be 0 (white color charge), and the 
reason why gluons are observed to be confined within an 
anti-hadron.     
 
c1,ext.

2 qe( )cRR
2 qe( )+ c2, ext.

2 qe( )cLR
2 qe( ) 
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= c1,ext.
2 qe( )cRL

2 qe( )+ c2, ext.
2 qe( )cLL

2 qe( ).          124( )  
 

We can see from Figs. 11 and 13 that the ε qc ,R qe( ) 
and ε qc ,L qe( ) values are equivalent in the space axis.   
The total momentum in the 

RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( )  and 

LR +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +tp( )  terms in the both 

R ↑ qe , – tp( )  and L ↓ qe, – tp( )  states are not zero.   

And the total chirality in the 
RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( )  and 

LR +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +tp( )  terms in the 

R ↑ qe , – tp( )  and L ↓ qe, – tp( )  states are opposite by 

each other at the time axis, as shown in Figs. 11 and 13.   
We can consider that the color charge is the right- 
RR – tp( )  and left- RL +tp( )  handed helicity elements 

of the angular momentum in antiquark at the time axis.   
In the real world we live, the reversible process ( –tp ) 
cannot be possible in the time axis (irreversible).   
Therefore, we must consider the 
– RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( )  and 

– LR +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +t p( )  states instead of the 

RR – tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RR – tp( )  and 

LL – tp( )H0 ,– tp , – tp LL – tp( )  states.   This is the reason 

why the total chirality in the 
RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( )  and 

LR +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +tp( )  values in the 

R ↑ qe , – tp( )  and L ↓ qe, – tp( )  states are not zero, 

and opposite by each other, and the number of elements 
for color charge at time axis is two.   On the other hand, 
the number of elements for color charge at space axis is 
one.   Furthermore, there is only attractive forces between 
two or three color charges.    Because of the 

LR +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +tp( )  terms, the color field only 

springs out from the infinitesimal source point to any 
direction in space and time axes.   On the other hand, 
because of the RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( )  terms, the 

color field only comes into the infinitesimal sink point 
from any direction in space and time axes.   In summary, 

because of the LR +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +tp( )  and 

RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( )  terms, originating from 

the right- LR +t p( )  and left- LL – tp( )  handed helicity 

elements, and the left- RL +tp( )  and right- RR – tp( )  

handed helicity elements, of the angular momentum in 
antiquark at the time axis, the color field springs out from 
the infinitesimal source point to any direction in time axis, 
or comes into the infinitesimal sink point from any 
direction in the time axis.   

It should be noted that the strength of the color charge 
depends on time and the direction at the space axis.   That 
is, the strength of the color charge can change, according 
to the time change and the spatial environment.   This is 
because the color charge can be defined as the summation 
between the right- RR – tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RR – tp( )  and 

left-handed RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( )  angular 

elements and the left- LL – tp( )H0 ,– tp , – tp LL – tp( )  and 

right-handed LR +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +tp( )  angular 

elements (time tp ≠ 0( )  dependent ( +t p  or –tp )).   That 
is, we can consider that the color charges are not rigid 
with respect to time change and the spatial environment.   
We can consider that the color charge observed in our real 
world can be defined as the summation of the angular 
momentum of the components of wave function for the 
right- (left-) handed particle and the right- (left-) handed 
antiparticle at particle time axis, as shown in Figs. 11 and 
13.   That is, we can consider that total color charges for 
antihadrons are always 0 (while) because each color 
charge for quarks and antiquarks can change with time so 
that the total energy for the environments for antihadrons 
can be minimum and stable (total while color charge).   
There is a possibility that even if each quarks and 
antiquarks could be separated, each quark or antiquark 
has zero color charge (i.e., green charge defined in this 
article), and thus we would not be able to observe the 
strong color charges (i.e., red and blue charges defined in 
this article).   There is a possibility that the color charges 
for leptons and antileptons, which can be observed to be 
isolated, cannot be observed even if leptons and 
antileptons as well as the quarks and antiquarks have 
color charges.    

If we observe the color charge for long enough time 
( ∆ t >> 0 ), we would observe average ε qc ,R,obs .∆t>>0  
values originating from the both the 

RR – tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RR – tp( )  and 
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RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( )  terms, and from the both 

the LL – tp( )H0 ,– tp , – tp LL – tp( )  and 

LR +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +tp( )  terms,  

 
ε qc ,R,obs .∆t>>0 = 2cRR

2 qe( )–1( )εqc∞ ,R ,              125( ) 
 
ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t>>0 = 2cLL

2 qe( )– 1( )εqc∞ ,L .              126( )  
 
On the other hand, if we observe the color charge for 
short enough time ( ∆ t ≈ 0 ), we would observe various 
ε qc ,R,obs .∆t≈0  and ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t≈0  values originating from 

only the RR – tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RR – tp( ) , or 

RL +tp( )H0,– tp ,– tp RL +tp( ) , or other combinations 

between them, and from only the 
LL – tp( )H0 ,– tp , – tp LL – tp( ) , or 

LR +t p( )H0,– tp ,– tp LR +tp( ) , or other combinations 

between them,  
 
ε qc , R,obs .∆t≈0 = εqc∞ ,R  
                     = εqc∞ ,L  
                     = etc.                                            127( )  
 
ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t≈0 = εqc∞ ,L  
                     = εqc∞ ,R  
                     = etc.                                            128( )  
 
That is, if we observe the color charge for long enough 
time (i.e., the uncertainty of the time is very large 
( ∆ t >> 0 )), we would observe the average 
ε qc ,R,obs .∆t>>0  and ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t>>0  values with very 
small uncertainty in energy (∆E ≈ 0).   On the other hand, 
if we observe the color charge in small enough time (i.e., 
the uncertainty of the time is very short ( ∆ t ≈ 0 )), we 
would observe the various ε qc ,R,obs .∆t≈0  and 
ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t≈0  values with very large uncertainty in 
energy ( ∆E >> 0 ).   This can be related to the 
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.   This is the reason 
why the gluon has the color charge energies 
(ε qc ,R,ext . qe( )) as well as the strong force field energies 
(ε qc ,R,int . qe( )), and the reason why the color charges and 
the number of gluons significantly change in hadrons and 
antihadrons with a time change.    
 

7. Spin Magnetic Dipole Moment, Massive Charge, 
Electric Monopole Charge, and Color Charge in 
Particles and Antiparticles 

Particles are composed from the wavefunction element 
for more dominant particle component traveling from the 
past to the future (+t p) and for less dominant antiparticle 
component traveling from the future to the past ( –tp ) at 
the particle time axis ( tp )   In particles, the wavefunction 
element for the particle traveling from the past to the 
future ( +t p ) is more dominant than that for antiparticle 
traveling from the future to the past ( –tp ) at the particle 
time axis ( tp )    

Antiparticles are composed from the wavefunction 
element for more dominant antiparticle component 
traveling from future to past ( –tp ) and for less dominant 
particle component traveling from the past to the future 
(+t p) at the particle time axis ( tp ).   In antiparticles, the 
wavefunction element for the antiparticle traveling from 
the future to the past ( –tp ) is more dominant than that for 
the particle traveling from the past to the future (+t p) at 
the particle time axis ( tp )    

The qg  values for the particle are the same with those 
for their corresponding antiparticles.   This is because the 
qg  values are not related to the time traveling axis.    

The qe  values for the u , c , and t  quarks (d , s , and 
b  quarks) are +2/3 (–1/3) at the particle time axis.   The 
qe  values for the e , µ , and τ  leptons ( νe , νµ , and ντ  
leptons) are –1 (±0) at the particle time axis.    

The qe  values for the u , c , and t  quarks (d , s , and 
b  quarks) are –2/3 (+1/3) at the antiparticle time axis.   
The qe  values for the e , µ , and τ  leptons ( νe , νµ , and 
ντ  leptons) are +1 (±0) at the antiparticle time axis.    

The qe  values for the u , c , and t  antiquarks (d , s , 
and b  antiquarks) are +2/3 (–1/3) at the antiparticle time 
axis.   The qe  values for the e , µ , and τ  antileptons 
( ν e , ν µ , and ν τ  antileptons) are –1 (±0) at the 
antiparticle time axis.    

The qe  values for the u , c , and t  antiquarks (d , s , 
and b  antiquarks) are –2/3 (+1/3) at the particle time 
axis.   The qe  values for the e , µ , and τ  antileptons 
( ν e , ν µ , and ν τ  antileptons) are +1 (±0) at the particle 
time axis.    

The qc  values for the u , c , and t  quarks (d , s , and 
b  quarks) are Rd (Bl) at the particle time axis.    

The qc  values for the u , c , and t  quarks (d , s , and 
b  quarks) are Bl (Rd) at the antiparticle time axis.    
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The qc  values for the u , c , and t  antiquarks (d , s , 
and b  antiquarks) are Rd (Bl) at the antiparticle time axis.    

The qc  values for the u , c , and t  antiquarks (d , s , 
and b  antiquarks) are Bl (Rd) at the particle time axis.    

The qw  values for the u , c , and t  quarks (d , s , and 
b  quarks) are +1/2 (–1/2) at the particle time axis.   The 
qw  values for the e , µ , and τ  leptons ( νe , νµ , and ντ  
leptons) are –1/2 (+1/2) at the particle time axis.    

The qw  values for the u , c , and t  quarks (d , s , and 
b  quarks) are –1/2 (+1/2) at the antiparticle time axis.   
The qw  values for the e , µ , and τ  leptons ( νe , νµ , and 
ντ  leptons) are +1/2 (–1/2) at the antiparticle time axis.    

The qw  values for the u , c , and t  antiquarks (d , s , 
and b  antiquarks) are +1/2 (–1/2) at the antiparticle time 
axis.   The qw  values for the e , µ , and τ  antileptons 
( ν e , ν µ , and ν τ  antileptons) are –1/2 (+1/2) at the 
antiparticle time axis.    

The qw  values for the u , c , and t  antiquarks (d , s , 
and b  antiquarks) are –1/2 (+1/2) at the particle time 
axis.   The qw  values for the e , µ , and τ  antileptons 
( ν e , ν µ , and ν τ  antileptons) are +1/2 (–1/2) at the 
particle time axis.    

Therefore, the antiquarks and antileptons at the 
antiquark space and time axes are equivalent to the quarks 
and leptons at the particle space and time axes.  
Furthermore, the physical parameters related to the time 
axis for the antiquarks and antileptons (quarks and 
leptons) are opposite to those for the quarks and leptons 
(antiquarks and antileptons) at the particle (antiparticle) 
space and time axes.   
 
8. Ampère’s Law 

The right-handed RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp
RR +kp( )  

value at the space axis, denoting the right-handed 
magnetic field, is related to the right-handed 

RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp RR +tp( )  value at the time axis, 

denoting the positive electric charge.   This means that the 
right-handed magnetic field can be induced with respect 
to the traveling direction of the positively charged 
particle.   The left-handed 

LL +kp( )H0,+kp ,+kp
LL + kp( )  value at the space axis, 

denoting the left-handed magnetic field, is related to the 
left-handed LL +tp( )H0,+tp

LL +tp( )  value at the time 

axis, denoting the negative electric charge.   This means 
that the left-handed magnetic field can be induced with 
respect to the traveling direction of the negatively charged 

particle.   This is the reason why we usually observe the 
Ampère’s circuital law.    
 
9. Small Gravitational Field 

The ε qm ,R, ext. qg( )  and ε qc ,R,ext . qe( )  values are 

related to the diagonal RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp
RR +kp( )  

and RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  terms, respectively, 

and thus the cancellation of the right- and left-handed 
angular momentum is not significant.   Therefore, the 
ε qm ,R, ext. qg( )  and ε qc ,R,ext . qe( )  values are not 

extremely small.   The ε qe ,R,ext . qe( ) values are related to 

the non-diagonal RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp RL – tp( )  terms at 

the time axis, and thus the cancellation of the right- and 
left-handed angular momentum can be significant.   On 
the other hand, in the real world we live, the reversible 
process ( –tp ) cannot be made in the time axis 
(irreversible).   Therefore, we must consider the 

RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp
RR +tp( )  state instead of the 

RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp
RL – tp( )  state.  This (time traveling 

is irreversible) is the reason why the total chirality in the 
RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp RR +tp( )  value in the R ↑ qe , +tp( )  

state is not zero, and the ε qe ,R,ext . qe( ) value is not small.   

The ε qg ,R, ext. qg( ) value is related to the non-diagonal 

RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp RL – tp( )  terms at the space axis, 

and thus the cancellation of the right- and left-handed 
angular momentum can be significant.   In the real world 
we live, the reversible process ( –kp ) can be possible in 
the space axis, and thus we can consider the 

RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp RL – tp( )  value.   This is the reason 

why the ε qg ,R, ext. qg( ) value is much smaller than the 

ε qm ,R, ext. qg( ), ε qc ,R,ext . qe( ), and ε qe ,R,ext . qe( ) values.    
Most of extremely large energy generated at the time of 

the Big Bang has been stored in the particle and 
antiparticle as a large potential rest energy ε qg ,R, int . qg( ), 
and only small part of it is now used as very small 
gravitational energy ε qg ,R, ext. qg( ).   This is the reason 

why the gravity ( ε qg ,R, ext. qg( )) is much smaller than 

other three forces ( ε qm ,R, ext. qg( ), ε qc ,R,ext . qe( ) , and 

ε qe ,R,ext . qe( )).    
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10. Concluding Remarks 

In this research, we discussed the origin of the spin 
magnetic dipole moment, massive charge, electric 
monopole charge, and color charge for the particle and 
antiparticles at the particle and antiparticle spacetime 
axes.   

Because of the RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp
RR +kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H0,+kp ,+kp
LL + kp( )  terms, originating from 

the finite right- and left-handed helicity elements, 
respectively, the magnetic dipole field goes from the 
infinitesimal source point to infinitesimal sink point at 
finite space axis.   This is the reason why the path of the 
magnetic dipole field is like loop (source-sink)-type.   The 
strength of the spin magnetic dipole moment depends on 
the direction at the space axis.   That is, the strength of the 
spin magnetic dipole moment can change, according to 
the spatial environment.   This is because the spin 
magnetic dipole moment can be defined as the difference 
between the diagonal right- 

RR +kp( )H0,+ kp,+kp
RR +kp( )  and the diagonal left-

handed RL –kp( )H0 ,+kp ,+kp
RL –kp( )  angular 

momentum elements (space kp ≠ 0( )  dependent ( + kp  or 
–kp )).   That is, we can consider that the spin magnetic 
dipole moments are not rigid with respect to the spatial 
environment.   We can consider that the spin magnetic 
dipole moment observed in our real world can be defined 
as the difference of the spin angular momentum between 
the components of wave function for the right- (left-) 
handed particle and the right- (left-) handed antiparticle.  
If we observe the magnetic dipole moment in large 
enough range and time (i.e., the uncertainty of the 
position and time is very large ( ∆r >> 0 , t >> 0 )), we 
would observe the average ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t>>0  and 
ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t>>0  values with very small uncertainty in 
momentum and energy (∆k ≈ 0, ∆E ≈ 0), as usual.   On 
the other hand, if we observe the magnetic dipole moment 
in small enough range and time (i.e., the uncertainty of the 
position and time is very small ( ∆r ≈ 0 , ∆ t ≈ 0 )), we 
would observe the various ε qm ,R,obs .∆r ,t≈0  and 
ε qm ,L,obs.∆r ,t≈0  values with very large uncertainty in 
momentum and energy (∆k >> 0 , ∆E >> 0 ).   This can 
be related to the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.    

Because of the RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp
RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( )  terms, originating from 

the cancellation of the right- and left-handed helicity 

elements at space axis, the gravitational fields only spring 
out from the infinitesimal source point (or comes into the 
infinitesimal sink point) to (from) any direction in the 
space axis.   On the other hand, the total chirality and 
momentum in the RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp

RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( )  states are zero not 

because of the intrinsic zero value but because of the 
cancellation of the large right- and left-handed helicity 
elements, which are the origin of the spin magnetic 
moment and the electric charge.   That is, we can consider 
that the gravity can be considered to be the residual 
electromagnetic forces.   The strength of the massive 
charge is observed to be always constant, and not to 
depend on the direction at space axis.   That is, the 
strength of the massive charge cannot change, according 
to the spatial environment.   This is because the massive 
charge can be defined as the mixture (cancellation) of the 
right- and left-handed angular momentum elements at the 
space axis (at kp,total = +kp( )+ –kp( )= 0 ) (i.e., the non-

diagonal RR +kp( )H1,+kp , –kp
RL –kp( )  and 

LL +kp( )H1,+ kp, –kp
LR –kp( ) ).   That is, we can 

consider that the massive charges are rigid with respect to 
the spatial environment.   We can consider that the 
massive charge observed in our real world can be defined 
as the mixture (cancellation) of the components of angular 
momentum wave function for the right- (left-) handed 
particle and the right- (left-) handed antiparticle at space 
axis (at kp,total = +kp( )+ –kp( )= 0 ).    

Because of the RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp RL – tp( )  and 

LL +tp( )H1,+tp , – tp LR – tp( )  terms, originating from the 

mixture of the right- and left-handed helicity elements, the 
electric field springs out from the infinitesimal source 
point to any direction in the time axis, or comes into the 
infinitesimal sink point from any direction in the time 
axis.   The strength of the electric monopole charge is 
observed to be always constant at time axis, and not to 
depend on the direction at space axis.   That is, the 
strength of the electric monopole charge cannot change, 
according to the spatial and time environment.   This is 
because the electric monopole charge can be defined as 
the mixture (cancellation) of the right- and left-handed 
angular momentum elements at the time axis (at 
tp ,total = +tp( )+ – tp( )= 0 ) (i.e., the non-diagonal 

RR +tp( )H1,+tp ,– tp RL – tp( )  and 
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LL +tp( )H1,+tp , – tp LR – tp( ) ).   That is, we can consider 

that the electric monopole charges are rigid with respect 
to the spatial and time environment.   We can consider 
that the electric monopole charge observed in our real 
world can be defined as the mixture (cancellation) of the 
components of angular momentum wave function for the 
right- (left-) handed particle and the right- (left-) handed 
antiparticle at the time axis.   We can interpret that the 
electric monopole charges are generated by the virtual 
particle-antiparticle pair annihilation interaction in a 
particle (at kp,total = +kp( )+ +ka( )= 0 , at 

tp ,total = +tp( )+ +ta( )= 0).    

Because of the RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  and 

LL +tp( )H0,+tp,+tp LL +tp( )  terms, originating from the 

right- RR +tp( )  and left- RL –t p( )  handed helicity 

elements, and the left- LL +tp( )  and right- LR –tp( )  

handed helicity elements, of the angular momentum in 
quark at the time axis, the color field springs out from the 
infinitesimal source point to any direction in time axis, or 
comes into the infinitesimal sink point from any direction 
in the time axis.   The strength of the color charge 
depends on time and the direction at the space axis.   That 
is, the strength of the color charge can change, according 
to the time change and the spatial environment.   This is 
because the color charge can be defined as the summation 
between the diagonal right- 

RR +tp( )H0 ,+tp ,+tp RR +t p( )  and left-handed 

RL –t p( )H0,+tp ,+tp RL – tp( )  angular elements, and the 

diagonal left- LL +tp( )H0,+tp, +tp LL +tp( )  and right-

handed LR –tp( )H0,+tp ,+tp LR –tp( )  angular elements 

(time tp ≠ 0( )  dependent (+t p or –tp )).   That is, we can 
consider that the color charges are not rigid with respect 
to time change and the spatial environment.   We can 
consider that the color charge observed in our real world 
can be defined as the summation of the angular 
momentum of the components of wave function for the 
right- (left-) handed particle and the right- (left-) handed 
antiparticle at particle time axis.   That is, we can consider 
that total color charges for hadrons are always 0 (while) 
because each color charge for quarks and antiquarks can 
change with time so that the total external energy for the 
environments for hadrons can be minimum and stable 
(total while color charge).   If we observe the color charge 
for long enough time (i.e., the uncertainty of the time is 

very large ( ∆ t >> 0 )), we would observe the average 
ε qc ,R,obs .∆t>>0  and ε qc ,L ,obs. ∆t>>0  values with very 
small uncertainty in energy (∆E ≈ 0).   On the other hand, 
if we observe the color charge in small enough time (i.e., 
the uncertainty of the time is very short ( ∆ t ≈ 0 )), we 
would observe the various ε qc ,R,obs .∆t≈0  and 
ε qc ,L ,obs.∆t≈0  values with very large uncertainty in 
energy ( ∆E >> 0 ).   This can be related to the 
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.   This is the reason 
why the gluon has the color charge energies 
(ε qc ,R,ext . qe( )) as well as the strong force field energies 
(ε qc ,R,int . qe( )), and the reason why the color charges and 
the number of gluons significantly change in a hadron 
with a time change.    
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